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St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year 11 paid iD
vance.

T<

paid in advance at $2.00

yoir,

Band and Promenade

CONCERT

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
16 lgth of column, constitutes a “square.’*
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

CITY

1 50 cents

per square

for each subsequent insertion.

IT A.

LL,

Promenade

Band Concert from
till 9. Dancing to
at the close of the Band Ooucert.

7£

MR. WALLACE,
Dear Sir—Yonr favor of the 21st, containing account of sales and
check for last week is at hand. In reply would say we expected
the prices we marked on your goods for this mark-down sale would
very largely increase your business, bnt must confess that yonr report of list week’s sales has given us a very AGREEABLE surprise.
Employ as many extra salesmen as you may need, as we have too
many goods and must move them. Shall continue to give very low
prices, and all the goods yon can make room for.
We will forward you by next mail Invoices of new Goods shipped
you per express to-day, and hope they will reach yon in time to open
and arrange for Saturday’s trade.

THE

BY

—

P.

AT

TUESDAY

O-

Course of

a

For the benefit of the India St. Organ Fund.
MUSIC BV CHANDLER.
Tickets tor the Course, $4.0D, admitting Gent and
Ladles. Single admission, 50 cents.
Floor Manngf'rft—R. Greely, A. F. Beiry
A. S. McKenney, W. E. Dennison, C. H. Lelguton
C. W. T. Goding.
nov28dl wteod4w

HALL,

EVENING, NOV.

bj Cole. Tickets, 50
lor Sale.

no25d3t

FIVE DANCES,
Tuesday evenings, commencing
December 5(h,

—

LANCASTER
ITInsec

will give

—

A.
—

commence

tue'sT

o

Concert

‘JStla.

Refreshments

ctn,

March at 9 o’clock; Good order will be preserved.

nov24
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CITY

Engagement of the accomplished artiste

Lizzie

:

EATON FAULT SCHOOL FOR BOY! ’ WM. H.
OVER

Winter Term will

commence Decembei
11th.
For Circular and Portland references,
apply to
nol8dim
H.F. BATON, Rrincipal.

MUSIC BV CHANDLER.
The Compauy will appear in their

who will appear in the beautiful drama of

“MAUD’S

uniforms

PERIJL,”

C. P.

_|Cr.

H. J. Holme* gives private lessons in
Dancing, every Saturday, from 9 to 12 A. M., and
Hr.

of

from 1 to 3 and 5 to 6 P. M.
The Waltz learned in

three lesson*.
nov2eodtdecl

LECTURE BY

PROF. EDW. S. MORSE.
Factor.

in

Evolution.’’

(he Theory ol

!

et* £1 50.
Reserved seats may be obtained at
Music Store. Doors open 6.30. Concert
Band at 7.15. Lecture at 7.45.

no23dlw

BULL !

OLE
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Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
(FORMERLY PORTLAND MUSEUM,)
Sole Lesser nml

Mnnagere..
MISS FANNY MARSH.

WILL OPEN THAKSGIVIG DAY!

BORROWED
THURSDAY &

To

SUSAN,

FARCE.

AND THE

Scholars

his

and

OLE

FARCE

MR. AND MRS. PETER WHITE.
no28

Thanksgiving Night.

130

7TH ANNUAL,

LANCASTER

HALL.

COMJII (TEE OF ARRANGEMENTS

ELEGANT

TICKETS, $1.00.

season.

Clothing Chicked Free.

Attentive Salesmen and

^camer

E.

labels.
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences. etc,

Inventions that have been

those who

remote from

make closer
and secure Pat-

vice ;

we

ll

oc30
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SHIPFERS~~OF

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by the following Fast Freight Lines, viz: Ited, White,
Canada,
Blue,
Southern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by

ALL

For through rates and
Boston & Maine Railroad.
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
11s lading apply to
at
B.
& M. R. R., Portland,
Fast
Lines
Agt.
Frgt.

I

C.

For

B.

AI.ATIN
no8

Largest
—
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Stock

BLUE!

&

to

G. A.

€0.,

AllT

At

Whitney & Co.’s,

Prices

Class

SAMUEL

DAVIS,
t

noIj
nol5

Bought for Cash, and will be Sold Lower than
be bought in this market.

PIANO STOOLS,
Agent,

Of

our own

Saws.

Paste, better than glue.

THURSTON,
Block,

1

dT,Th&S

inz kindness towards us.
The custom of our fathers endears to us the hold*
ng of family festivals upon that day as a beautiful
and appropriate feature of its observance.
If, amid
the gladness of happy reunions of parents and children and children’s children round a common
f.. AV.

nn*

-.1 A1

1

A.

enjoy, shall extend our thoughts to the great
family which embraces us all, shall awaken in our
heartB fresh sentiments of love and good-will towards our fellow-men, and strengthen our deter-

ours

mination to

support the institutions and aid the influences which tend to benefit them, and to lessen
human wretchedness and sufierlng, then will the day
of our Thanksgiving be most blessed.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this third
day ot November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.and of the
independence of the United States ot America, the
one hundredth first.
SELDEN CONNOR.
the Governor.

The Louisiana Canvass.
That the Louisiana returning board will,
in the discharge of its duty, be compelled to
throw out the returns from some voting
places, there is no question. The evidence of
fraud and intimidation is so strong and conclusive that no other course will be left open
to it, and reasonable men in all parts of the
country will, when the evidence is made public, justify its action. The censure passed upon the board two years
ago by the congressional investigating committee will have no
application to the present case. Then the
board threw out the votes of the intimidated
parishes without the formality of receiving
the sworn testimony of the officers in charge
of the polling booths that there had been intimidation. For this omission alone it was
condemned by the committee, the report presented to Congress expressly stating that had
such sworn statement been furnished, the
board would have been right in rejecting the
returns. This year evidence will be presented that will satisfy the country as well as the
returning board that gross Intimidation has
been practiced by the White League.
The
Democrats foresee^this and readily acknowledge that the returns from places where a
fair vote was prevented will be rejected. Still
they claim the state.
The ground for their confidence is this.
They believe that even if the vote of the
five “bulldozed” parishes is thrown out there
will still be a small Democratic majority in
the remaining parishes of the state. They assume that this majority can only be overcome
by unfair means, and that the state can be
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MOORE,

OF THE

System of
Cutting.

French

Dress

without fitting, together with designing and cuttine
of Trimmings, is in Portland the coming week, and
also has the Latest Parisian Fashions for
Cloaks and dresses. Linings cut free on Wednesdays, to illustrate the system. Other days 25 cents*
Garments made to order,
dtf
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For Comfort, Elegance and Durability,

j
•*. C. Bennett A Barnard’, superior grade
of

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.
The French Last

s

specialty. Sold by

f«ebleLdavIs7' ] LEAVITT & DAVIS
4117 CONCRE88 ST., Farrington Block.

M

co.,

Exchange

St

,

dim

Desk Boom to Let.
In one ol the most desirable firs I
floor offices ia the city. Apply a t
No. 28 Exchange Street.
iadtf

Horses Wintered.
my farm, on hay and grain at *10 per montl
Horsi j
Sunny yards and running water.
taken and returned, and carriages stored without e:
tra charge. Apply at once.
C. P. MATTOCKS,
nov23dtf
31J Exchange Street.

tt

North American Flower Co.,
STOBE 444 CONOBESS STREET,
would respectfully invite public attention to their
tine display ot FLOWJEBS and PLANTS,

which will be kept constantly on haud and made up
by the well-known Florist, JOHN HELL, of
Portland, who will give his special attention to all
orders for Funeral Flowers, Boquets or Floral Decorations.
Your patronage is respectfully solicited. no2Bd3m
TELE

(OTHER

PREMIUM

WOOD

P !

The best aud cheapest out door pump In the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a

circular.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
augU

Agent., Portland, Me.
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conduct the
count in strict accordance with the law and
the principles of justice. On a fair vote they
believe that Louisiana is Republican.
The statement which comes by the way of
the associated press from Louisiana does not
affect the question of intimidation when
there is conclusive evidence of intimidation;
but it does seriously affect tbe quostion of tbe
of the board.
honesty of the secretary
If the facts be correctly stated (for a
statement
which
comes
from
the
of
the
associated press in the
agents
South must be taken with allowances), the
returning board must discharge its Secretary
and take good care that justice be done in the
case, no matter who has to suffer. Unless it
does this it will subject itself to Just suspicion. The affair seems to be a disgraceful
piece of jugglery which honest men of all
parties will unsparingly condemn. The Republican party has no desire to retain power
by fraud. While in hopes that Louisiana is a
Republican State it will never consent to retain it by trickery.
nor

—

novl4

manufacture, and the Cheapest Suit
one-half pure hair. Best suits

«. i. wm &

Al’

rest to

499 1*9 Congress Street, Boom 7.

:e
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Agent,

Portland.

ca: 1

_

and all tlie implements and ma-

a day of public thanksgiving and praise to
Almighty God, and I recommend to the people of
this State the employment of the day thus set apart
in ottering the grateful acknowledgments due to Him
for the well being of our country, our State ana our
homes during the year that has passed, and in preferring our petitions for the continuance of His lov-

given to Hayes only by connting as actually
cast votes which would have been cast for

A TEACHER

All our Furniture put in the best order au<
delivered free of charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buy
ingthat we shall not be undersold. Parties abou t
purchasing will certainly save money by calling on ui
Having bought a large Btock of Walnut Fur
niture. slightly damaged by tire and water, w
shall sell the same at whatever it will bring. W s
think it will pay any one in want of this kind <
Furniture to give us a call.

novl6

As

each.

Groat

sell upholstered,
pure hair.

i\o. 46

Thursday, ihe Thirtieth day of November,
Instant.

will rtf f Vi A nflnnln

Top & Library Tables

100 Parlor Suits

3 FREE STREET BLOCK.

3 Free Street

75 Walnut daub Sets,
300 Marble

In conformity to the proclamation of the President of the United States, and by the advice of the
Executive Council, I do hereby appoint

intimidation. And, proceeding on this asRelief aud Health to Your Intants.
sumption, they say that the country will not
We have put up and sold this article for years, and
endorse so preposterous a proceeding. That
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
is very true, and there is no probability that
what we have never been able to say ot any other
medieine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINthe board will attempt so absurd and unjusGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of distifiable an action. It it did it would cersatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
tainly lose the support of the country. We
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
do not believe that sagacious Democrats apand medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
prehend any proceeding of that nature. The
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
mistaken basis of their confidence is this:
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is sufferthey assume that if there has been intimidaing from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
tion within the bounds of a parish the whole
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is administered.
vote of that parish, honest and dishonest,
This valuable preparation has bceu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
j will have to be thrown out. Because la
some of the remote country places of a parish
Thousands ol Cases.
the white leaguers raided the ballot boxes,
It not only relieves the child tirom pain, but in]
they assume that not only must those returns
vigorates the Btomach and bowels, corrects acidity*
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
be rejected, but that the board must also
will almost instantly relieve
throw out the returns from all the large
Griping of the Bowels, and Wind towns in the same parish where the election
Colic.
was fair and peaceable.
Here is just where
We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
the Democrats make their mistake. The law
THE world, in ail cases of DYSENTERY AND
of Louisiana, which constitutes the returning
DIARRHCEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
We would
trom teething, or from any other cause.
board does not speak of parishes at all, but
say to every mother who has a child suffering lrom
any of the
foregoing complaints do not let of voting places of which there are many in a
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
parish. The board is not required to accept
others, stand between your suffering child and the
reliei that will be SURE-yes, ABSOLUTELY
or reject the vote of a parish as a whole.
It
this
if
SURE— to follow the use of
timely
medicine,
concerns itself with the returns from the pollused. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
ing places. Where there is indubitable eviBe sure and call for
dence that sufficient fraud or intimidation has
“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
been exercised to defeat a fair ballot
Having the fee-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
in any polling place the returns from
on the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world.
the place will be thrown out, and where
d6m
aug26
there is evidence that the election was fair
and peaceable the returns will be admitted.
This course of proceedure is not only in accordance with the statute but is eminently
Heavy Scotch, all Linen Unmask Towele, just and reasonable. The other method
Red and Bine Borders, Two sizes
would be grossly
UDjust.
Suppose, for
as follows;
example, that at our State election there had
19x36 at 18 cents each. been gross frauds perpetrated at the polls lu
the town of Gray, and that irrefutable evi20x40 at 21 cents
dence of it had been brought forward. It
would be manifestly absurd to throw out the
These Roods were bought at Auction in
vote of the entire county of Cumberland beNew Work, and are a great bargain. Every
housekeeper should be sure and call early, cause there had been an
unjust election in
as they will last but a short time.
Gray; because in that case the people of Gray
could at any election defeat the willof the
100 Dozen all Linen
people of the county. The Democratic maHemstitched II and kerchief a, for Ladies,
jority there could perpetrate frauds which
at the remarkable low price of
lO cents each.
would render it necessary to throw out the
large Republican towns of the county.
It is upon this confidence that only the
honest vote of Louisiana will be counted that
the Republicans base their claim to the State.
Congress St., Cor Brown.
Their wish is to ascertain, not to defeat the
nol6
dtt

OWEN

TEN PIECES EACH.

SCOTCH, PIANO AND FURNITURE POLISH.
Cement

Astonisl

Everyone.

Instruments

Scroll

will

it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

—

GRADE,
A
3V
S

PORTLAND.
1HUBSTON, Gen.

that

ST.V

dtf

Fresh invoices received weekly from the Manufacturers, embracing the largest assortment of

Saw Blades, all sizes and prices,
terial required lor fine carving.

schooner limy Jam
for sale by

132 Commercial Street

G

,

bo found at

40 LiAUllA.WE

upon

PROCLAMATION,

1,000

—

FURNITURE,
may

Fleetwood, Velocipede, and Centennial,

HERRING,

no24dlw

R

SAMUEL

Sj* LE !

*

EVERY

WAREROQMS,

ocl3d2m*Cornish, Me,

CURTIS

FISK

B.

PIANO COVERS,

—

a

from
Lee, and

Street.

Ever Offered in Portland

Effort!

Commended by the first talent in the country, and
possible prices.
Tuning and repairing done to order by competent'men.
Instruments exchanged on fair terms.

bmlJmgs, hay ot first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for
exercise, horses well
carodfor. Address,
C. D. SMALL,

For Sale.
Greek l.rxicou for ante
ihiH office, rbeap.
dtf

Grandest

in the state.
at the lowest

of

lauding

The

$2.50 !

E AIN TEE

First

surplus hay that I wish consumed
HAV^G
winter horses for SI 50
onmylarni^will
Good

now

Exchange

at our Pants and Prices and be convinced.

in all styles.

now

FOR

29

!

_______

<12m

ween.

SCHU.

anal

$2.50

STREET, PORTLAND.
”»21_
PIANOS

largest and best in this country, and while the Boots are decidedly better than
formerly the prices arc considerably less and the
Boots warranted to fit and wear
M. G, PALMER.

Sale.

&

J. S. PALMER

233 MIDDLE

■

HorsesWiutered.

HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 230 61-100 tom
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and nggiu{
MIOAH SAMPSON,
&c. Apply to
10 Commercial Street.
jne21dtf

1

Handsome Garments!

One Price

Prices !
Reduced^
^ur stock
the

a

eTdOW

JOHN.

novH

$2.50 !

STORE

goods.

Q(-aldtt_

rilHE Good Sch, VEN1LIA, 100 ton* O,
-I. AI ; well calculated for bank kwhing;
rapacity, lOOO qil*.; veswel well found iu
fables, Anchor*, Faulting Gear, Ac.
For pat lirnlnr* inquire of
LEWIU, WRITTEN & CO..
nov21d2w
Portland.

RE C APIT UEATION.
North British and mercantile Ina. Co.$13,033,411.30
Queen Ins. Co. lO.O.lO.OOO.Ot
Hun ford Ins. Co.
3,033.1S4.88
Hamburg Bremen lus. Co. 3,330 000 00
Niagara lus. Co. 1,300,000.00
St.Paul Ins. Co
853,184.63
Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co..
O30.330.7 v
Security Ins. Co.
334,047.70
Fane Ins. Co.
371,300.01

AGENTS,

PANTS!

S^Look

BURT’S BOOTS
is

accumula-

tions, Gold Value.$3,339,000.00
Asset, in United States.
014,133.3*

the accumula-

or

the process ot teething, by softengums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
and spasmodic action, and is

pain

Sure to Regulate the Bowels,

but this is our

dtf

AT

ing
all

Dc| end
aid

SYRUP

For Children Teething,

Hamburg Bremen Insurance Co.,

THE GREAT LOW PRIOR OLOTHTERS

ttxcnange street,

—

d3m

facilitates
greatly
the

com-

no

PANTS!

G-roatodt,

sept27

ME.

WINSLOW’S

SOOTHING

IS * « ,« .1

Cnpiial.•.$300,000.00
Total Assets. 039,339.7V

Every other garment in our stock R'DUCED 95 PER CENT Irons
former prices. Our reputation is already established as

Ladies should be cautious iu purchasing Gossamer Rubber Cloaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
SOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours before yon purchase.

NO t'llAUkb UNLESS PATENT
In
SECURED.
We refer to officials >n the Patent Office, and to
inventors in everv State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

MRS.

OF PAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

HOWL,

PANTS!

O

tentability. AH correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

PORTLAND,

Total Assets .$33,903,439.33

ALL WOOL !

IUUUC1

NOTICE.

DOLLARS

ALL WOOL!

$2.50 !

LORD,

PORTLAND.

Law,

STREET.

sepl9

Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.,

Capital

be bought elsewhere for less Ilian double the
money we ask.

Bankrupt Goods, Auction Clothing,
tion of odds and ends, but

OF

lnations/ree of charge
and advise as to pa-

SPECIAL

and Childrens

ALL WOOL!

your demake exam-

no2f>

can

Stylish,

Washington,
OCUU US

over

ive

$2.50 !

sketch ot

at

are not

promptly and wi*h broader claims than
are

h

$2.50 l

KINDS,

trouble to show

/-v

lau

we can

searches,

no

rk rw

by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Of-

EXCHANGE

made withiu the past few months especially tor this Fall and Winter trade.

STEPHEN MARNH, late ot the firm
of Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associated himself with this establishment and would be pleased to
see his friends at any time.

ornamental
compounds,
designs, trade-marks, and

mora

we

MR

obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other

fice,

Boys’

THOUSAND

goods

New,

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, &c.

in Dancing meets at IjhuHall every MONDAY and FRIDAY EVENINGS. Juvenile Class meets
SATURDAYS at 2J p. m. The liall will be open for
private instruction every Monday and Friday from 2
to 4 p. m.
uoLOdtf

to.

St.

FOR WORSTED WORK.

11. li. GILBERT’S

Because

LOSS BE EVER SO LARGE.

Ottoman Frames

[ Evening Class

do you do it!

Worth of loo’s,

same

They

SETS,

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL

dancing!

promptly attended

PAINTED

at

has removed to Ccnleaniai Block,

833,184.07

....

and cry shame to spoil trade, Ac,, but we are controlled
by
binations or rings. We are alone in this

Beautiful Easy Chairs in Satine,

nov21dtd

ST. PAUL, MINN.

Capital.9400.000.00

OF NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Capital-■.9300,000.01

WE EXPECT OTHERS WILL

MIRRORS,

The Emerald will spare no pains to excel their
former etturts, and make their’s the best time of the

question is asked why

ONE
If the

Black Walnut & Asli Setts,

I). D. Hasneoan,
Richard H. Parker,
Pet it O'Connor,
Edward Brady,
Edward H. Coleman, John J. Crowley.
Andrew H, larkin,
William H. Logue,
Jonas J. Lappin,
James Donahue,
Michael H. Reddy,
John Scanlon,
E. Dailey,
j. McMoniagle,
T. O’UeiL,
D. O’Connell,
J. E. O’Donnell,
J. O’Neil.

Counsellor

—

Exchange

d6m*ttf

F. m. RAY,

a

Who ever heard ot ALE WOOL PANTS that cost from $4.00 to
$7.00 selling lor $2.50.
We guarantee that the cloth they are made ot can’t be bought for
the price we ask. We will lorlcit

parlorT suits,

Direcior.TIioiuohJ. Welch.

as

uowing selling

LET TSIE

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
will be gold lovr. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire anything
in the Housekeeping line.

EMERALD BOAT CLUB,

or

that must be sold before January 1st. We can’t sell Winter Goods iu
Summer. The Election and bad weather have put back the trade,
and Me now And onr counters over-loaded. We are determined to
reduce our stock

dtf

AT

PORTLAND, IUE.

apl3

...

CLOTHING

BELL!

—

dim

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
172 middle Street,

CONN.

Assets.

Block,

FRED. N. DOW,

8t. Paul Insurance Co.,
To.nl

Centennial

Floor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Capital.91.000 000.04
Total Assets Jaa. 1st. 3,033,184.89

OF

Law,

Capital.9300,000.00

as

$25,000

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

dtf

First
novll

Insurance Co.,

HARTFORD,

at

Rooms 2 and 3,

Fire Dept..
Valuation.915,033,411.31
1,719,063.41

Assets in the U. 8.

OF

STATE OF MAUVE.

-A.

We cannot believe that the
revolutionary
scheme proposed by the Hon. Clarkson N.
Potter, will be endorsed by the better portion
of the Democratic party. He
propose* in
effect that, in case the proper certificate shall
be issued to the Hayes electors in Louisiana
the House shall throw out the vote of that
State. The certificate of Louisiana, coming
from its established authorities, regular
upon
its face, issued in conformity with law, is to
be rejected. The House could with as much
justice reject the certificate of Maine. It
this what the Democrats mean
by State

rights ?

A Democratic politician in
Monroe, Loua friend in Alexandria before the
election that the Democrats had
things fixed
to carry the slate. “I’ll tell
you how it is,”
said he, “The Republicans have a
registered
majority in my parish of about 1,600, but Pm
d—d if we shan’t carry it. We have
got the
niggers badly scared and mean to keep them
so.” The day after election he
reported by
letter to his friend as follows: “The form
of an election was
gone through with yesterday very quietly. The negroes were voted
chiefly by our old citizens.”

isiana, told

S. J. Chadboukne, Secretary of State.

has removed to

Total Assets

Queen

Journal.

By

REED,

Counsellor

5,033,411.51

ance.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

$2.50 !

F-nrnitnre

AND THE FARCE

Miss Fanny Marsli will appear on Monday

T. B.

Guaranteed every thread Wool, marked down from $4, $5, $6 and $7.

The

A, B, C, D, E,

Corsican Brothers,

COLLECTION

Fame Fire Insurance Co..

as we are

PLUMES.

SATURDAY EVENING,

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.y a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs.
Bcp29
d&wly

Capital,
£1.000,000-910,000.000.04
Fire Reserve and Nurplns
Fund Jan. 1st, deducting
Liabilities and Reassur-

Gold

SANFORD,

Total

their Friends.

no25

BORROWED

—

SSt .30 !

as

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

Ticket-of-Leave Ulan,

AND

regular attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ns by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
a

hoorfhatnna

Jim

OF LONDON AND EDINBURG.

propose to show.

ONLY

Law,

iu

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

Total Assets.
371,300.61
2.50 I
$2.50 I
Fire Insurance Co..
For All Wool Pants! Niagara
OF NEW YORK CITY.
Capital.9 SOO.OOO.OC
ONE
Assets....
THOUSAND
DOLLARS
1,500,000.01
offered tor
handsome
line of ALL WOOL
large,
cheap
PANTS. NOT A CLOTHIER IN THE UNIVERSE can show such
Security Insurance Co„
Pants
tor

The next lesson of the Evening Class will occur
Thursday, Nov. 30th, at 7.30 o’clock and dismiss
at 9, at which time the assemblv will begin. I rfends
of scholars can gain admission for 50 cents.
no25
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PLUMES.

AND THE

as we uow

$2.50 I

"lOR. HOLMES,

Thursday and Saturday Matinees.

BLACK-ETED

heard of any such

at

Boom 8 and 9.

J. B.

NORTH BRITISH

OLE BELL,

never saw or

HALE,

uovl

Co.,

make her first appearance on this occasion in
her native city since her return from Europe.
The MENDELSSOHN
OUINIEI'TE
CLUB of Boston will also appear at this concert.
These artists will give a superb programme, offering one of the Choicest Musical Entertainments ever
given in this city.
Notwithstanding the great expense of the above
combination, the committee have decided to place
the tickets at the low price of 75 Cents each, including a Reserved Heat, to be obtained at
Wm. E. Tbomes’, under Music Hall.
Course Tickets, admitting to the following entertainments are only Two Dollars each.
Reserved
Seats $1.00:—The Grand Concert by Ole Ball,
Miss Ella C. Lewis and Mendelssohn
Quintette Club, Grand Concert by the Suiitli-Whitney Concert Co., Grand Concert by the Hyer
Sisters’ Concert Co , Grand Concert by the
Boston Philharmonic Club and Miss MeQnesten, and Grand Concert by the Swedish
Ladies’ Vocal Quartette, Aptommai, the
greatest living Harpist, and Chandler’s Full
Military Band, Lecture by Rev. E. H. Chapin,
and an evening ot Readings by Prof. J. W. Churchill. This is the finest array of talent ever offered in
any course in til's city.
nov27dtf

Stockbridge’s
by Chandler’s

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jul
PORTX.A.3Y33. M.K.
dly

Exchange Street.

TALK ABOUT LOW PRICKS 1
THINK ON GREAT BARGAINS !
Von

JOBBER,

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

representing the following Companies:

First and only appoarance in tliU city of

will

30 cent*.

&

Apparatus, Ac.,

1

Miss Ella C. Lewis 527 ALL WOOL PANTS

Course TickReserved seats for the course $1.00.

Ticket*

MAKER

MAJtCFAOTUBEB OF
Watch and Chr.n.meter Marker.* Tool.,
Mathematical, Optical and Phil..
..phical Inurnment., Sch.al

8987.37
OF LIVERPOOL AND LONDON.
Capital, £3.000,000 Sterling.
Charged to our Loss Account on goods marked iwSTij&Iw.
8“'“
way below manufacturing Cost.
Hartford Fire Ins

HALL,

the world-renowed Violinist.

CITY
HYTL,
Wednesday evening, Nov. 39th.
Evening

THE CRASH HAS COME !
THE SLAUGHTER IS FEABITbDT DIDST BE ENDURED!

Monday Evening, Dec. 18, 1876.

(01IH OF ENTERTAINMENTS.

WALLACE, Manager.

no3_dtl

the Course will be given at

CITY

M. Jj.

Subject,—“New

SAMUEL

THE GRAND CONCERT

A* R.IIall, mechanic*’ Building

BABCOCK.

ao iciuutcu

—

Every

with

By the Governor.

Street. dtf

jams

Mercantile Insurance Co.

Army & Navy Course.

Academy.

Middle

MODEL

J. S. Palmer

STREET.

MIDDLE

A

$1.00

«

95 cents each
Gallery
For sa’e at the usual places and at the Door.
novl8
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ALL WALTZ!
Dancing

189

new

this occasion.

on

Tickets for the Floor

Supported by a first-class company.
MATINEES—Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Ticketg'for sale this morning at 9. Box office open
nov25dtd
Saturday, Nov. 25.

Holmes’

HALL,

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

X. 3?. FARRINGTON’S,

180

John E. Dow &

BOSTON AND PORTLAND CLOTHING COMPANY.

MOTLEY,

TRESS.

Tuesday mormkq, kov. 28, 1876

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

ME.

(Established 1886.)

The above letter from headquarters speaks for itself sa plainly
that I could not resist the temptation to publish it. Any one har.
ing any doubt about this being genuine, can see the Original Document pasted on our show window at

—

Thanksgiving evening, Nov. 30th.

Walton,

the Grand Trunk Depot,
dtf
YARMOUTH, ME.

Attorney

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES,

Monday Evening, Nov. 27, I87G,

Miss

BY THE

—

ONE M EEK ONLY.

TO

Opposite

augll

CLARENCE

ANNUAL THAWING BILL

ATT

i_I_LLJUXJ.

WM. CALDER.Business Manager.

tents

ME.

References—Akdbew J. Graiiam, 563 Broadwaj
York, Author oi Standard Plronopraphlc Wori

Respectfully Yours,

•

HITCHCOCK,

UNDERTAKER.
Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

Robes,

New

WORRIDGEWOCK,

Wilder

T,

Successor to the late Ce.rge Maraton,

d4t

■M'TTCIT/'l
^ SJXVJ

Floor

PRIVATE !
BOSTON, November 23, 1876,

and

door.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

KEEP

THE

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and
they shall be healed
303 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
nov8
dtf

Teacher of Standard Ph«
aography,

PORTLAND.

TO

Dr. R

GAD

WO. 696 COWGRESS STREET,

Chandler’s Full Band
Orchestra.

by

and

ASKt*^ ADVANCE.

TERMS $8.00 PEB

BUSINESS CARDS.

EDITH J CUMMINGS,

Reporter

—

Tickets $1.00. admitting Gent and Ladies, and can
be obtained at tbe drug stores of J E. Sturgis & Co.,
Geo. C. Frye, of tbe General Committee and at tbe

PUBLISHING CO.

GOOD

clo»ios niglil of the Fair.

the

Music

Address all communications to
PORTLAND

TOO

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 28, 1876,

and “Auction

Sales,’* $2.00 per square per week; three insertion!
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press** (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an

AT

—

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’*

~*LISS

a

year.

a

1876.

Terms $3.00 for eight months, or less time in prc
portion. Music, French, Gymnasium, &c.. include
Address
MRS. E. E. SHEAR.
Tallahassee, Fla., or No. 32 West 26 St., New Yorl
uoyU
dim

GtnAXD

ad-

THE MAINE STATE TRESS
published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
if

28,

Home School for Inrallds of both Sexes »
TALLAHASSEE, FLA.

i.

CO.,

NOVEMBER

EDUCATIONAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

~MORNINq

PORTLAND, TUESDAY
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The gloomy apprehensions ot revolution
which are entertained in connection with the
counting of the electoral vote are, we believe,
ill-fouuded. The conservative element of the
Democratic party is not to be guided by the
violent utterances of its hot-heads. Its intelligent business men feel too deeply the necessity of a revival of industry and trade to endorse any revolutionary measures.
Whoever
the electoral college declares elected will be
inaugurated without trouble.

The Rev. Dr. Tyng evidently has some acquaintance with ganterie. He told the women of bis church the other
Sunday that he
needed $4,000 lor the Church Orphanage, and
that if they would buy one-button gloves instead of three-button gloves the difference in
price would support the establishment. Heretofore dropping buttons Into the contribution
box has been looked upon a* the meanest of
tricks; but Dr. Tyng proposes to change all
that.
The confident claim that the Democrats
make to Florida in face of the nearly complete

figures, showing a majority for Hayes
strengthens the suspicion that they contemplate gross frauds in the few distant counties
from which the official figures are yet wanting. But as the returns will be thoroughly
scrutinized their nefarious schemes
defeated.

will be

Ip the Democratic leader feel all the reverthey express for the declared will of the
people, why are they making such desperate
efforts to defeat the expressed desire of the
people of Vermont ? They are now attempting to steal an elector in that State, though
the Republican majority in Vermont is larger than the whole Democratic vote.
ence

The Argus exultantly puts forth Its rooster
when it hears of alleged fraud in Louisiana.
Is fraud, then, cause for
rejoicing? It pnt
forth a rooster when it thought Tilden waa
elected.
It puts forth one now when It
thinks fraud has been perpetrated.
Are we
to uaderstand that the occasion is the same?
A Boston Letter.
The Commercial Clnb at Baasaa—Whal
the Centennial Cammlaaiaa hae ta Say—
The

National

Appropriation—Aackey.

lag the Oorernment

oat

of iia Daaa.

Boston, Nov. 26. 1876.
Lured by a temptation of meeting n delegation from tbe Centennial Commission I cams
hither yesterday to dine with the Commercial
Club at the Revere House.
The principal
guests were Gen. Goshorn, Hr. Cochrane of
Philadelphia, and Mr. Hammond, tbe representative of the Chinese Empire at tbe Centennial. The company sat down at 3.30 p. a. and
the entertainment lasted until aftereigbtin tbe
evening. Mr. Candler presided and speecbaa
were made by Gen. Goshorn, Gov.
Riot, Mr.
Hammond, Wm. B. Spooner, Edw. 8. Tobey,
Curtis Guild, Gen. A. B. Underwood, Mr,
Hovey of tbe Transcript and several others.
Gen.^Goshorn on being called up was greeted
with three hearty cheers given standing.
His
remarks were plain, practical and business like.
He reviewed tbe incipiency, progress and results of the exposition, pointed out the advantages that would flow from it, and expressed
his gratification at the success which attended
it. His inauusr was easy and graoeful without
VVUKU
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personal appearance is very prepossessing, but
there is something in his bearing which give*
evidence of the rare executive ability whioh be
has shown so conspicuously iu his admirable
direction of the great enterprise of whioh he
has beeu the moving spirit.
It would be impossible to overstate the importance of the service he has rendered to the vast andertsklng
which has given him enduring national fame.
The readiuess, aptitude and energy whioh be

displayed

at every stage of the proceeding*
have been clearly recognised by the great multitudes who were exhibitors aud visitors at

the Centennial.
Gov. Rice, who followed Gen. Goshoro, it always fluent and happy, aod on this occasion be
surpassed himself, His allusion to the scene of
the lilting of the statue of Webster upon its
pedestal iu Central Park, New York, that very
afternoon, and the analysis and portrayal of
the character and attributes of the great New
England statesman, of whioh he made it tbe
text, were exceedingly felicitous. It was not a
mere panegyric, but a keen, concise and scholHe threw just
arly delineation of the subject.
enough of shade into the picture to make It a
faithful one, lighting it up with a tribute to the
power aud genius of the man, that had the
merit of sincerity as wall as of eloquent)*.
He
evidently felt at home with his them* and hi*
au lienee, and his masterly effort was
worthy of
a larger gathering and wider publicity than it
will receive, haviog been delivered at a banquet of which it is understood, I believe, that
report was made
The geoeral drift of the subsequent speeches
was eulogistic of the Director General especial-

no

ly,

but the Massachusetts Commissioners were

by

no means

slighted.

Repeated compliments

bestowed upon Mr. A. L. Coolidge of
Boston, through whose energetic efforts the
Masacbusetts
building was erected and
equipped, aud who devoted so much time and
energy to the aim of making the participation
of tbe Bay State in toe national show creditable to the industries aod tbe pride of her peo
were

pie.
Mr.

China,
mean

the Commissioner from
Dative of Salem, and still a young

Hammond,
is

a

W.v

minsadn.l

tea

»k.v
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Kingdom, seventeen years ago, and his return
to bis nat ve land as an envoy of the Celestials
affords a stilting proof of the rapidity with
which the prejudices against foreigners wherewith the Chinese have been imbued fur centuries, are giving way under the influences of
wider intercourse with the outer world. He
briefly outlined the steps by which the interest of his government iu the exposition bad
been aroused, and told how from small beginnings that interest had grown, until from beiog
when he first arrived at Philadelphia, in grave
doubt whether, they could possibly fill the
space they found allotted to them, they disoovred it was necessary before the opening to seek
for more room to display the contributions that
had been pouring in upon them from across the
Pacific ocean.
Mr. Cochrane, one of the Peunsylvenia Commissioners, dwelt at length on the ambiguity of
the terms on which the national appropriation
of $1,500,000 had been granted, and the differences of opinion likely to arise as to the obligation to repay the government in full out of

the abundant surplus remaining. Whiles the
house bill providing for the appropriation was
pending Mr. Springer of Illinois introdnoed
an
amendment, declaring that the money
should be refunded before any profits arising
from tha exhibition should be divided among
la this shape tha bill
the stockholders.
Its
advocates
did
not
deem
passed.
it pradcut to imperil the measure by contesting that peint. When the act reached the
Senate its friends in that body negatived everyproposition to alter or amend i», lest if it went
hack to the House for concurrence, it might be

strangled

or

lost.

What Mr. Springer intended is obvious. In
fact it is conceded on all hauds that he meant
by the word profits the difference between the
receipts end expenditures of the Exposition.
And that seems on the whole the legitimate
construction of the language. The holders of
the capital stock of every corporate body come
iu for payment last. They are entitled to only

-v--

much as is left after all the debts are paid.
But it generally happens that legislative acts
have flaws in them, aud aro susceptible of two
Ttie Illinois statesman
or more constructions.
has acquired a somewhat equivocal renown for
the art of putting things in such wise that it is
difficult to comprehend them. I dou’t think
in this case the interpretation is doubtful from
a common sense point of view.
But there is
auch a chronic antagonism between what is
sensible and what is legal that if the commissioners conclude that they will higgle with the
government about the matter heaven only
knows what will come of it. if the case gets
into the courts there is danger that it will be
kept there interminably.
It is to be hoped that the commissioners will
take the responsibility of defining and executing the]law according to its plain meaning.
It would be a dismal aud humiliating sequel of
a great national enterprise to find its projectors resorting to a quibble to evade a liability to
the public treasury. They have money enough
on hand to reimburse the people' for the loan
they obtained from their representatives at the
Capital, and to pay back to the shareholders
twenty-five per cent, of their original contributions. They haven’t the excuse of poverty for
resorting to sharp practice. And to refuse to
pay the government on a technicality like the
one cited would be vary nearly akin to the
plea
of usury, or the setting up the statute of limitations by a private debtor.
I have not the slightest disposition to imso

pugn. the motives or the character of the commissioners. No doubt they desire to do what
is right. But there are times when wrong may
be wrought by a timid evasion of reeponsibili
ties. This seems to me to be one of the instan
in which hesitation is inexcusable. And
yet, somehow or other, it does not appear to be
regarded as a flagrant offense to jockey the government out of its dues. If this were an issue

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Woman’* Nail Experience in
New York.
New York, Nov. 27. -Mrs. \V. A. Gleason,
the widow of John T. Gleason, the latter formerly a State Senator from Maine, was recently seized with a fainting fit on Broadway, and
A Maine

taken by a policeman to Bellevue Hospital.
There she was robbed, horribly beaten and
maltreated by the brutal Irish female nurses,
placed iu a cell and in a straight jacket, nearly
starved, and finally sent to the insane asylum

happen—either the terms of
literally and fullyjcomplied
rvefinn

rlnlnw

n*

n

the law will

be

with without liti
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lished that will reader it very imprudent for
any future Congress to vote as appropriation
matter for what purpose nor un.der what
guarantees. So that in either event some good
will come of it to the people at large, but for
the sake of their honor and pride it is to be
hoped that the principle of repudiation will not
no

Bishop of this city, a lady friend, heard cf the
outrage and had her released and taken to her
own home, where she now is, corner of Fifth
avenue and loth street.
The above is Mrs.

Yarmouth.
[From the Detroit Free Press.1
Closed for Returns.
At 8 o’cloik yesterday morning the proprieof a small saloon on Beaublien street pnl
down the curtains, locked the door, and was
walking off when he was hailed by a policeman.
The saloonist crossed to the officer and
said:
“Dot blace is closed up for one week.”
“What’s the matter?" asked the officer.
“Well, I gan’t stand such footings aroundt.
In de first blace a man gomes in uod says;
‘Veil, Dilden is elected,’ und he kicks offer the
chairs. Booty soon comes anodder man in und
he says: ‘Hooray! Hayes has got’em now,’ und
ha kicks offer a liable. Anodder man in a
leedle vhile comes in and galls out: ‘Nopody is
elected any more!’ und he preaks some glasses.
Shust like dot has it been for a week, and I am
glean discouraged. If somebody says Dilden
is elected, I belief dot; if somepody says Hayes
is elected, I beliefs dot; if somepody says nobody is elected, I feels like die gountry vas going to some dogs right away.”
“Yes. it does bother one,” consoled the offitor

cer.

“Tell all der poys dot I have glosed up for returns, and dot somebody gan’t get in,” replied
the man,and he turned his face homeward.

News and Other Items.
The entire coffee crop of the world last year
900,000,000 pounds, and the United States

was

imported fully one-third of

it.
A female witness in a Hartford court room
testified very positively to certain occurrences
the other day, and quoted from a diary which
she had kept to corroborate her statements.
She was dumbfounded, however, when the opposing lawyer called for the diary, and turning
to the title page showed that it was not printed
till three years after the matters in dispute

happened.
Dr. Forbes Winslow, who is regarded as one
of the most able modern authorities on mental
derangement, records it as a startling fact, not
a mere rumor, that over 10,000 persons of unsound mind are confined in lunatic asylums in
the United States, driven mad from overexcitement by Spiritualism.
Dr. Winslow
addB that

insanity from this cause is now very
prevalent in England, and is increasing day by
day.
An English paper says the question of using
iron or steel rails, that has so long perplexed
railway companies, has been finally settled in
favor of the former, experiments having resulted in making a first class rail of great durabili-

southwest Warsaw.
The Prospect

the Conference.
Paris correspondent
the prospects of the
conference at Constantinople says:
People even affirm that the Marquis of Salisof

Warsaw, Nov. 27.—A
of the Times, discussing

bury, English plenipotentiary though

prinoi
pie opposed to foreign occupation, has not an
absolute predetermination eveu on that point.
He will

discuss with

an

on

unbiased mmd

the

question of the collective occupation within
limits which cannot alarm the Porte, nor excite
the suspicions of any power. The Times openly
favors a collective occupation.
It says the occupying force should, in the case of each province
be
from
some
procured
power
which cannot be suspected of
harboring any
designs upon the province in which it is placed.
No objection.could be raised to
this, as long as
the force furnished is trustworthy and efficient.
The jealousies of the guaranteeing powers and
the antipathy of the Porte may be
allayed by
the adoption of this salutary
principle. A telegram from Ragnsa says M. Jainin, the Russian
representative in Montenegro, has started for
Bt. Petersburg in obedience to a telegraphic
summons.
The insurgent chief Muriel has
been returned by the Austrian authorities at
Balono.
FRANCE.
Frince Napoleon

Pretender.
London, Nov. 27.—The Paris correspondent
of the Times draws attention to Prioce Napoleon’s speech in the Chamber of Deputies
Friday afternoon, in which the Prince in violent
terms denonnced the dangerous encroachment
of the clergy and supported a proposal for the
reduction of the estimates for public worship.
The correspondent says: “This speech marks
the entry of a pretender on the scene. Prince
Napoleon has chosen his opportunity at a time
when a conflict between the Senate and Chamber of Deputies seems impending. It will be a
mistake to despise the Prince, who has two
great qualities of a dangerous conspirator,
patience and audacity. All those will range
themselves around him who desire to obtain as
a passiae tool a chief who is
ready to serve
as n

anti-religious passions."

MEXICO.
Martinez Utterly Ranted.
Npw

Hot

0*7

p a va
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_
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Mexico say that

on the 17th inst Gen. Martinez
attacked Gen. Canales with 2000 men, near
Mier on the San Luis road.
The fight lasted
two days and many men were killed. Martinez
was completely rooted with the loss of his
whole force, eight guns and the
supplies. He
lied with four men.
Martinez is a Lerdesh

general.

Foreign Notes.
Turkish Constitution has been

The new
communicated to the powers.
3000 more troops arrived at Havana
yesterday, making 25,000 in all.
At an audience with Gen.
Doctoroff, the
former chief of Tchernayeff’s staff, the bzar
eald that he greatly relied on Russia's force iu
Bervia and charged him to inform the Russian
officers remaining there that they would lose

nothing thereby.
Sir Richard Temple, Lieutenant Governor
of the Presidency of Bengal, says in regard to

Ihe recent cyclone that three storm waves in
rapid succession swept over au area of 3000
square miles. Accounts from Bombay relative
to the famine are gloomier.
The rain fall is
not a third of the average.

NETEOBOLOlilCU.
PROBABILITIES TOR THE NEXT

TWENTV-FOUIi

HOURS.

War

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
>
Nov. 28, (1 A. M ))
For New Fnglaud,
Increasing cloudiness, westerly winds, rising
barometer and slight changes in the tempera-

ture.

The Secretary of the Treasury has directed
the destrnctiou of $624,716 in outstanding
legal
tenders, that being 80 per cent, of the circulation issued to Natioval banks
during the present month.

Protest

From

South

The

Carolina

Democrats,

months.
Too Much

Married,

Boston, Nov. 27.—Chas. A. Chandler, arrested here to-night for bigamy has three wives
in this city, one in Portland and one iu BaDgor.

The Florida Return-

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

ing Board in Session.

Change in College Term*.
Hanover. Nov. 27.—By a change made lately, Dartmouth College will hereafter have three
terms, with a total of 37 weeks, In place of two
terms with 31 weeks.
The first or tail term
closes Wednesday noon next, having a vacauuu ul luur weens.

r>y

luis

arrangement

NEW YORK,
Suit Under the Civil Rights Bill.
New York, Nov. 27.—The TJ. S. minister to
Libetia, J. Milton Turner, has commenced a
suit for $5000 damages against the proprietors
of the Astor House for refusing to let him
have his room, which had been engaged for
him on his recent arrival from Europe.
His
name
was
entered for the room, but when
the clerk saw that Mr. Tamer was a colored
man, he refused to let him stay in the house,
and Turner was obliged to go to the Iu'ernational Hotel.

Disappearance.
Two young girls from Boston, signing their
names as Miss Clark and sister, arrived here
yesterday and took a room at the Putnam
House on 4th avenne. which they left at 9 o’clock last night, going along 26th street, since
which time they have Dot been seen.
The police are in active search, as despatches from
Boston say they have run away.

Ralston)

the

Forger.

Chas. Ralston, indicted for forgery and uttering bonds of Buffalo & Erie Kailroad, was
placed on trial in the Oyer and Terminer
Court today. He was connected with the Robert Gleason gang and obtained loans of $66,000
from the New Yotk Guaranty and Indemnity
Company and $30,000 from the National Loan
and Trust Company on these forged bonds.
The Billiard Tournament.
The billiard tournament was continued to
Slosson and
day, three games being played.
Joe Dion played the first game, being briiliant
and exciting. Slosson won on the 31st inning,
leaving Dion at 298. The highest run—103—
was made by Dion.
The next game was between Rudolphe and Daley.
The game was
played very quickly and Daley was badly beaten on making 122.
Rudolphe made rnns of 72,
77, 59 and 56, and his average was 21 3-7, which
him
the
favorite
for the highest general
places
average prize.
The next game was between Schaffer and
Gamier and was won by the latter in 18 innings, and an average of 16 2-3, leaving Schaffsr at 167. Gamier made runs of 17, 24, 24, 88,
86 and 31. Schaffer onty made one good ran
of 95.
Advance in Freight Rates.
The officers of the Michigan Central Railroad and Grand Trank line of Canada have
given notice to their customers that on Friday
next they will begin to charge higher rates on
all freight to the west.
Whether tile other
trnnk lines will follow this example remains to
be seen. One of the officers of the New Tfjptk
Central road said today that so far no notice of
any chaDge in the present freight rates had
been given and no change was anticipated.
The freight rates of the Michigan Central and
Grand Trank lines will be pat 5 cents on the
100 pounds higher than last winter. So far the
Lake Shore line has not decided to make any

agent of the Erie road has not yet been instructed in the matter, but believes Mr, Jewett
will not act entirely independent from the arrangements made by the other companies,

WASHINGTON.
—

Mending of Troops to Mouth Carolina
Washington, Nov. 27.—Late last evening a
telegraphic request was received by President
Grant from Governor Chamberlain for support.
Tha President immediately sent for Secretary
Cameron, Gen. Sherman and other military advisers of high rank, with whom he was in close
conference at the White House until nearly
midnight. He laid before the meeting the information and petition received from South

Carolina.
The consultation resulted in sending immediate instructions to Gen. Ruger, commanding
the troops at South Carolina, to give Governor
Chamberlain such aid as he requires.
It is believed that news of a startling character has
been received by the President, but no particulais have been learned.
Fire and Loss of Life.
Chicago, Nov. 27.—It is now ascertained
that four persons perished in the flames at the
fire on West Madison street early this morning.
They were inmates of house No. 28 West
Maeiton street, which is occupied as a restau
rant, kept open all night and owned by Henry
Cockrell. The names ol the victims are Emma
Burt, Agnes Henley, Geo. Bode and Jas.
Allen.
Their charred remains were taken
from the ruins this afternoon. It is evident
they were overcome by the flames while
attempting to escape through the long hallway which communicated with the stairs that
bad been burned away. Allen was a tailor
and came here from BosIod, where he leaves a
wife and children. But for the energy and
daring of Capt. Bulwiokle of the fire patrol,
the loss of life would have been much greater.
Mcnatorial Contest In Alabama.
Nov. 27.—The Alabama legislature will ballot for Senator tomorrow. The
Democratic caucus has taken 28 ineffectual ballots and will meet again tonight.
The prominent candidates are Gov. Houston, Gen. MorThe
gan, Hon. J. L. Pugh and Col. Herdon.
Democratic caucus has in attendance 108 out of
130 senators and representatives.
Business
here is almost at a standstill, waiting some solution of the presidential complication.

Montgomery,

MINOR TELEGRAMM.
Alanson Borden has been nominated for
mayor of Fall River by a citizens convention.
Augustus Danby who founded the Utica observatory in 1824 died suddenly last night.
The Hibernian from Baltimore and Bermuda
from Portland have arrived at Halifax.
The herring fishing at Barre Bay and Bay
of Islands has proved a failure.
The House committee on appropriations will
probably commence business to-day.
An order for the sale of the Memphis and
Pachucah Railroad has been issued.
James F. Davenrort has hep.n rennm in
for major of Fall liiver.
F. O. Prince has been nominated for mayor
of Boston by the Democrats.
Benjamin F. Coombs, cashier of the Bank of
Commerce of New Bedford, died yesterday.
Caleb Saunders has been nominated for
Ho is
mayor ef Lawrence by the Democrats.
a graduate of Bowdoin College.
Gen. Hawley will address the citizens of New
Fork ou the Centennial exhibition next Mon-

day.
Judge

Van Brunt has refused the iujunction
asked for by Edwin Booth, forbidding the use
of the name of “Booth’s Theatre” by Jarrett &
Palmer.
D. M. Frost, a Democratic presidential elector in Missouri, is said to be ineligible on account oluot having his political diabilities removed.
Gov. Fairbanks’ private secretary says the
Governor will probably take no notice of the
Democratic protest in the case of the ineligible
elector.
Chief Justice Waitee has been asked to preside in the case affecting the South Carolina
board, but declines on account of pressing
business.

Mayor Wickham of New York has nominated James S. 'Payer as comptroller for the ensuing tour years. It is believed the nomination
will be confirmed.
Rev. Alexander McFarlane of Port Huron,
Michigan, has accepted a call to the pastorate
3f Hanson Place Baptist church, Brooklyn.
He will be installed on the first of January.
Ex-Gov. O. D. Richardson one of the oldest
citizens of Nebraska, was stricken with parilysis in Omaha Sunday night, and is now in a
precarious condition.
A report has been started to the effect that,
>y Mr. Tilden’s advice, B. F. Butler has been
retained as counsel for the Democratic Reprelentatives in the legal controversy which is
rxpected concerning the count of the electoral
rotes.
Butler says there is not a word of
Iruth in the rumor.

den electors, on the ground that the vote had
not been counted and returned within twentyfour hours after the close of the election.
The board then adjourned till 10 o’clock a.
m. to-morrow.
Kl.OHIDA.

meeting of tbe Returning Roard.
Tallahassee, Fla., Nov. 27.—The canvass"
ing board met at noon to-day. Secretary of
State Me Bin in tbe chair. A protest was filed
by the Republican electors against Attorney
Uetieral Cocke’s sitting as a member of the
board, on tbe ground that he had virtually
decided aud given a decision prior to tbe
assembling of the board, in that he had telegraphed that “the Democrats had certainly the
state aud the Republicans could not cheat

them out of it.” Cocke stated that he had
tbe despatch in reply to a friend in Baltimore, who had ashed his opinion, aud who
furnished it to the newspapers. He respectfully submitted that the despatch and the
opinion therein contained did not disqualify
him from sitting as a member of the board.
The protest was entered and the board proceeded with their regular business.
Mr. Cowgill moved that Gov. Stearns and
Gen, Brannon, commanding the troops at this
point, be admitted to the sessions of this board
Mr. Cocke amended by adding the name of
G. F, Drew. The amendment was accepted.
The board then went into private session and
adopted rules for its government. Tbe board
then agreed to admit six gentlemen from
abroad and six local politicians from each side.
Adjourned till to-morrow at 10 o’clock.
The following are the iu'es adopted tn-dav
and referred to:

me

winter term of 12 weeks is again established,
being a convenience to such students as desire
to teach.
Fire in Rochester.
Rochester, Nov. 27.—A tenement house
owned by E. G. & E. Wallace was partially
Children
destroyed by fire this afternoon.
playing with matches in the shed was the canse
of the lire. Loss about $700; insured.

well, Carroll, Clarborne, Jefferson. Morehouse,
Rapides, Red River, St. Laudry, Webster,
Winn, and tbe 1st, 2J, 4th, 5tb, Gth, 7th, 8th,
9tn, 10th, 11th, 13th, 15th and 17th wards of the
parish of Orleans. These returns were examined and laid over for future action,there being
protests aud contests in each case.
In tbe 7th ward of Orleans parish the supervisors threw out the vote of one of the polls
where there was a majority of 173 for the Til-

sent

and land mails to and from Great Britain at
Halifax instead of rortland during the winter

The

THE EASTERN QUESTION.
A Russian Army on the Vistula.
London, Nov. 27.—A despatch from Berlin
to the News says:
There are contradictory reports as to the formation of a Russian army at Vistula.
My
own information, despite all denials, is that a
Vistula army is being organized and will be
commanded by the Grand Duke, with headquarters at the important railway jonction of
Skiernievice, a town of Poland, 42 miles west of

Habeas Corpus.

statement.
The Allan Hleamcrs.
Toronto, Nov. 27.—The Globe today says it
is understood the government has given H. &
A. Allen the requisite notice that their steam
ers will be required after a certain date, to ship

ty out of Cleveland iron. The rails so produced are believed to be more lasting than
steel, while much cheaper, and when worn out
can be worked over again, while steel cannot.

FOREIGN.

Board Released on

Bishop’s

obtain recognition at the hands of a body of
gentlemen to whom has been delegated the

patriotic work of displaying and commemorat*
ing a century’s growth of a great Republic.

The South Carolina

at Blackwell’s Island, where she was placed
with the maniacs, who beat her nearly to death
and where she was covered with vermin. Mrs.

ces

between individuals there would be scarcely
• doubt but that the cost would be paid back to
the creditor. As it is, one of two things will

THE SITUATION

The board thereafter weut into executive
see siou and the room was cleared of all persons
except the members of the committee
In executive session tbe board examined the
returns from tbe following parishes and wards:
Bienville, West Batop Rouge, Bossier, (laid

THE COUNTING TO BEGIN TODAY.
Stow PROGRESS OF THE
,.J*

RETURNING BOARD.

SOUTH

CAROtlNA.

The Iinprisounl Canvassers.
Nov. 27.—The five executive officers remain in the county jail.
They appear as
comfortable as possible uDder the circumstances.
They have two small rooms only, as the
jail is crowded with a gang of Ellenton rioters
awaiting trial before the United States Circuit
Court this week.
Tbe fines of the canvassers
have been paid by tbe Republicans, and they
are liberally supplied with all tbe luxuries of
tbe season.
Protest Against Placing the Troops Under
Command of Gior, Chamberlain,
The following despatch signed by Senator
Gordon of Georgia, Senator Johnson of Virginia, Gen. Wade Hampton, several circuit
judges and a large number of state senators,
representatives (white and colored) and many
prominent citizens of the state, has just been
sent to the President of tbe United States:
We tbe undersigned, visitors from a distance
and a committee of tbe Democratic members
elect of the South Carolina legislature, tbe
Democratic elective committee and citizens,
haviog just seen by an Associated Press despatch that Governor Chamberlain has applied
for United States troops to be placed under 1 is
orders at tbe assembling of the legislature tomorrow, send this, our solemn protest, against
the troops being placed uoder the command of
Governor Chamberlain. We have no objection
to the presence of troops and will co operate
with them in preserving peace, but we protest
against the use of the United States army in
controlling the organization of the legislature
and enforcing the inauguration of Governor
Chamberlain, who has been defeated by tbe
white and colored vote at tbe ballot box. There
is not the remotest danger of disturbance of
tbe peaceby tbe Democrats.
It it occurs it
will be at the instigation of Governor Chamberlain, whose partizans have taken tbe only
lives lost in the late exciting canvass in this
state. Not one drop of blood has.been shed in
any political disturbance except by the Republicans. It is literally true that tbe Democrats received their greatest majorities in counties
where the United States soldiers were stationed. What pretence, therefore, is there for
Governor Chamberlain’s demand tor troops to
keep the peace. We refer for confirmation of
these statements to the commander of tho
United States forces at this place and elsewhere
in the state.
The Democratic counsel and Democratic

Columbia,

stftffi AXAAIlt.iVA finmmiti.pa

f.plporrnnhprl this

ternoon to Chief Justice White, requestinglhis
attendance at the United States Circuit Court
on Wednesday when the
habeas corpus case
will be beard. Botn parties are in caucus tonight. The city is full of people.
Board Brought Before Judge Bond ou
Habeas Corpus,
On application for writs of habeas corpus, the
board oi state canvassers were brought this
morning into the U. S. Circuit Court, Judges
Bond and Bryan presiding. The board were in
the custody of the sheriff of the county, who
through counsel asked him to make return to
the application for writs. Court signified that
time would be granted and prisoners be held in
custody of the court pending the return. The
application was based on the ground that the
board were discharging the duties of appointing the Presidential electors when the Supreme
Court of the state interrupted them. On subsequent notice of counsel time was granted till
Wednesday at 10 o’clock to make a return,
pending which the board was placed in charge
of the U. S. marshal.
The members of the
board are now at large, but accompanied by
marshals.
deputy
It is understood that troops will be posted at
the State House to-morrow when the legislature meets to organize.
A Letter from Judge Bond.
New York, Nov. 27.—A Columbia despatch
says Judge Bond has written a letter, in which
be says in reply to the assertions made by some
newspapers:
The board of state canvassers has never been
advised by me; I have never seen them; I
would not know more than one of the board, if
I did one, and that one is the Attorney General
of South Carolina, whom 1 have formerly met
as United States Assistant District Attorney.
No one has yet applied to the Circuit Court of
this district for any action in relation to the
recent election. If any person does so apoly,
and there is a statute for it, he shall have
relief; if there be no statute, be must seek bis
remedy elsewhere. If it be thought unreasonable, when a circuit court is about to bo held at
an expense of nearly a thousand dollars daily,
that I should anticipate its session in order to
arrange its business, so as to make the term as
short as possible, I do not coincide with the

objection.

Judge Carter’s Opinion.
Washington, Nov. 27.—Judge Carter of the
Supreme Court ot this district, who was atJColumbia when the question of the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court of South Carolina of cansays there is not a shadow of authority for such interference, nor the slightest
justification either in the constitution or the
laws of the state.
vassers arose,

NORTH CAROLINA.

Glaring Frauds by the Democrats.

Greensboro, Nov. 27.—The returns
that the vote for Hayes and Settle will

show
reach
and probably exceed 109,000.
There can be no
doubt that the Democrats have committed glarfrauds.
Tilden’s
will
reach 14,000
ing
majority
and Vance will run some 4000 or 5000 behind
him.
An Ineligible Democratic Elector.
Democrats here are very muoh excited by the
discovery of the fact that one of the Tilden
electors, William B. Glen, is ineligible. He is
one of the commissioners aypointed by the
Southern Claims Commission to take testimony. This will give one Republican elector
in North Carolina.

The canvassing board will commence its duties on the 28th day of November inst. at 10
o’clock and will meet daily thereafter at the
same hour unless a different hoar be
fixed, except on Sundays and holidays, and will remain
so long in session each day as the necessities of
the case require. To facilitate the canvass
within the brief period which remains for that
procedure, the following rules are adopted and
are

hereby promulgated:

1. —The office of the Secretary of State, where
by law the board is directed to meet, being
small, a limited number of persons only, not
exceeding six in number, equally representing
each political party,will be admitted to witness
the proceedings, except when the board may
think it necessary or desirable to close the door

for deliberation.

2. —The Secretary of State shall open the returns from each county, whereupon tbe board
will proceed to examine tbe same and determine from the face thereof, subject to final review, whether the legal formalities and
requirements with respect thereto have been
complied with, and on affirmative determination of such preliminary matters tbe board
shall announce the vote of the county.
3. —On the announcement of the vote of any
county, any person may give notice that said
return and election or vote of said county, or
any precinct thereof, will be contested, and the
clerk shall forthwith note the objection.
4. —The contestants subsequently to the announcement as aforesaid of the resalt, as it appears on tbe face of the returns, must file with
the board brief statements in writing, giving
specifically the objections proposed to be made,
with the particulars of the time, place and circumstances, together with a statement of the
relief demanded.
5. —In view of the fact that the board has
power to compel the attendance or examination of witnesses, it will receive in the evidence
proper affidavits and also such official certificates as are made evidence by law and may be
otherwise admissable. If either party desire to
produce viva voce testimony, they must 6ubmit
to the board a brief statement in writing of
the names and residence ef witnesses, and
facts expected to be proved by them, and tbe
board in their discretion will allow them to
attend, and will themselves examine them, tbe
exteut to which this is done necessarily depending upon the time at tbe disposal of the
board.
0.—The affidavits and documentary proofs on
each side snail be filed with the board in tbe
office of the Secretary of State, and shall be
accessible to the other side under such regulations 33 the Secretary of State shall tbink
proper for the safe keeping thereof.
7. —All motions and arguments shall be in
writing aDd signed. No oral arguments will
be allowed.
8. —Tbe conference ol a majority of the board
being necessary to determine action, such
concurrence, with respect to any proposition or
matter, may be formally ascertained by vote
upon a motion duly made and seconded, or
informally be assented by at least two members.
9. —Tbe board reserves to itself the right to
make and announce such modification to these
rules as the case may require. Parties in preferring charges, and in presenting their proofs
and arguments, should bear in mind that the
canvass must be completed and the result
reached in time for the electors to discharge
their duty under the laws.
Crimea and Casualties.
Ralph L. Rollins, oue of the Chambersburg
bank robbers, broke jail Sunday night aBd es-

caped.

Edward P. Bond was sent to the grand jury
in Lowell, Mas?., yesterday morning for stealu

Session of the
Returning
Board.
New Orleans, Nov. 27.—The returning
board met at 11 o’clock. All the members
were present and there was a large crowd in
the lobby. The visiting Republican committee
—Messrs. Stoughton. Van Allan, Kelley, Parker and Hale—and of the Democratic visiting
committee—Messrs. Palmer, Smith, Trumbull
and Julian—were in their seats.
During the proceedings President Wells
stated that the board would decline to hear
any motions or protests whatever.
The Democratic counsel objected to an entry
on the minutes to the effect that Kule 8 of
the
board had been modified so tar as to allow the
admission as rebutting evidence ex-parteaffidavits in contested cases.
Col. Zacharie filed a protest against tbe sudden modification of tbe rule on tbe ground
that a change had been made after the application of tbe counsel lor a modification had
been refused and that thus tbe Democratic
committee had lost the opportunity ol preparing rebutting affidavits, whereas this privilege
has been accorded to tbe Republicans. The
protest was not read or acted on, but was received and laid aside.
McGloin, counsel for the Democratic candidates, filed a request that the ballot boxes of
East Baton Rouge bo sent for in order that tbe
tally sheets and statements of votes sealed up
in four of the boxes could be obtained and the
vote counted.
The documents were sealed up
in boxes through ignorance of the law on the
part of the commissiouers of election.
The^secretary of the board was instructed on
Saturday to telegraph for tbe boxes, but failed
to do so on plea of want of funds.
Sufficient
money to pay all the expenses was deposited
by the Democratic counsel, and the necessary
message was sent.
There were Democratic majorities at the
polls where the above mistake was made aud
unless the tally sheets are procured the vote
will be thrown out.
Ytsteida>’»
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The Keystone House iu Philadelphia, an
adjoining building occupied by Hereey and

Miller, with

an unoccupied house on Belmont
avenue, near the centennial buildings, were
burned Sunday night. An explosion in an unoccupied house blew out the side of the
building and made a great excavation in the
earth.

FINANCIAL AND CONHERCiAL
Portland Wholesale market.

Monday, November 27.—The markets show little
or no change to note.
Sugars continue strong and in
good demand at 13c for granulated and 12c for Extra C.
Corn is in good demand at 6G ® 08c on car
lots and 09 @ 70c for smaller lots. Flour Is stiff in
prices and holders are not at all anxious to sell at
the former quoted prices. Molasses also continues
strong. Poultry comes in slow and there is scarcely
enough to make quotations.
Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Brig Atlas—80,810 galls refined
oil.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Sarah—318,352 feet lumbel, 12,989 pickets.
Foreign Imports.
PICTOU, NS. Br Steamship Acadian—1017 tons
coal to J L Farmer.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bash cornmoal to G
W. True & Co.
Hoston Stock market
at the Brokers’ Board, Nov.

[Sales
Boston and Maine Railroad. 90i
Eastern Railroad.
SO
Eastern Railroad 7s.. Sli
Maine State 0’s.— @ HO'
Second Call.
$1,000 Eastern R. new bonds. olj
20

—

New York Stock and money market.
New York, Nov. 27.—Evening—Money market
>_»

LOUISIANA.

n.

Patrick Conners, for highway robbery of
James Colgon in Central Park, was sentenced
yesterday to 20 years in state prison.
Miss Emily Clark and Miss Emma Snow,
who ran away from their parents in Boston,
have been returned.
Levi F. Harlow, for setting fire at Windham,
N. H., was sentenced yesterday to 7 years in
state prison.
The body of Arthur Knight, a well known
colored man of Memphis, was found yesterday
with a bullet hole iu the breast.
A house and barn situated in Pelham, Mass
near the Amherst line, and belonging to Dr. L.
K. Blair of Holyoke, was burned Saturday
night; loss $1500.
A Columbia despatch says Wade Hampton’s
bouse, three miles from that city, was burned
Friday, probably by an incendiary. A Charleston despatch, however, says it was the house of
Wade Hampton’s sister.
The dwelling of K. D. Rubles, North Euosburg Falls, Vt., was burned Sunday night,
with most of the outbuildings. The cause
was a defective flue.
The contents were mostly saved. Loss about $2000. Partial insur-
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Sterling Exchange is dull
and 483$ @ 483$ for demand.

at

481$ for sixty days

Gold market tirmat 109 @ 109$ all day and closed
109$. Southern news occasion of st'iffer market.
Carrying rates 1 @ 3 ner cent. The clearances were
$22,000,000. The customs receipts to-day were $337,000. Treasury disbursements $42,000 gold and
$9,100
in silver. Governments firm.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States Us, 1881, coup.117$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old,.109$
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.112$
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .117$
at

United States
United States

new5’s,...112$

10-40s, coup.....

Currency 6’s....
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex... 71$
Pacific Mail...
244
New York Central & Hudson It R.102$
Erie..
.’ 9$
Erie preferred. 15
Michigan Central. 431

Panama..
Union Pacific Stock..
Lake Shore.
56$
•Illinois Central. 73
Pittsburg R.88f
Chicago <& Northwestern.
343
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred.
573
New Jersey Central. 342
st.

19S
Paul.;;;;
Paul

St.
preferred.
57a
Ohio & Mississippi.* q
Delaware & Lackawanna.69$
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
15
Missouri Pacific.
3
Atlantic & Pacific preferred...*
2
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
109s
Union Pacific.105I
Land

Grants.1001
Siukiug Funds.",’***, 91*
Hartford
Boston,

& Erie

let.19$
Guaranteed.
16

Providence Prim Cloth, market.
PitoVIDENCE, K. I., November 20.—Tbe Printing
clotbs market is quiet at last quotations.

Chicago Cattle Market.
CnicAGO, November 27—Cattle—receipts of 1810
head; shipments 1160 head; the market.is fairly active and firm ; 'lexas 2 30 ® 3 25; native cows 2 621 @
3 20; medium to good shipping 4 00 ® 4 60; choice at
5 00.

Hogs—receipts25.C00 head; shipments 1150head;
the market is dull and 5 @ 10 lower, closing more
active and steadier; common to good packing 5 50 ®
5 80; shipping 5 75 @ 5 95.
Sheep scarce aud firm; receipts 500 head; the only
sales were at 4 00.
Domestic Markets.
Nkw York, November 27—Evening.—Cotton is
firm at }c advance; sales 2521 bales;
ordinary uplands. Alabama, New Orleans aud Texas 101; ordinary stained 10c; middling uplands 12}c; do Alabama at 121; do New Orleans and Texas at 12
5-16c; do
sained 11}; delivered on contract 600 bales; futures
in fair business, closing at 1-16 advance. Flour—receipt 38,051 bbls; the market is steady and very
strong for low grades, which are scarce and demand
moderate; sales of 1G.10O this; No2 at3 65 @4 50;
Superfine Western and State at 4 60 ® 5 25; extra
Western and State at 5 40 @ 5 55; good to choice
Western and State at 5 60 ® 7 00; White Wheat
Western extra at 5 75 ® 6 90; Fancy White Wheat
Western at 695@8 00; extra Ohio at540@7U0;
extra St Louis at 5 40 ® 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 50 @ 8 50; good to choice to
double extra at 8 75 @ 9 50; Southern at 5 40 @ 8 75.
Rye flour is in fair request at 4 50 @ 5 15 for superfine. Cornmeal is shade firmer at 2 75 @ 3 50. Wheat
—receipts 342,618 bush; the market is without decided change with a very moderate export and
milling
demand, closing steady; scarcity freight room checks
export; sales 14,000 hush; 115 for old Spring; 1 22 ®
1 23 for No 3 Milwaukee; 115 @ 126 for ungraded
Spring; 1 29} ® 1 30 tor No 2 Chicago; 1 32 tor No 2
Milwaukee; No 1 Spring on p t; 1 26 for New York
No 2 Spring; 1 32 for Winter Red Western; 133 for
Winter Red Kansas; 1 33 for White and Red Western together. Rye quiet and unchanged. Barley is
dull and declining; 9500 bnsh G-rowcd Lake Shore at
90c; 9500 bush Canada Bay at 110. Barley Malt is
quiet Corn—receipts oi 323,047 bush; the market is
wilhout decided change with a very moderate business doing for export aud home
use; sales 137,000
bush; 53 ® 53}c for new no grade Mixed; 55c for
new ungraded Western Mixed;
65c for new steamer
Mixed; 55 ® 56c for new White Southern: 5i} ffl 57}
for old grade steamer Mixed; 58c for
graded low
Mixed; 59} @ 60c for giaded No 1; 59} ® 6uc for Kansas Mixed; 60} @ 6tc for old Yellow
Western; 58c for
steamer White; also 40.UU0 bosh damaged old Mixed
in store for distillery at 53c.
Oats—receipts 107,349
bush; the market is quiet without material change;
--“
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State; 38@51c for White Western and State,including rejected at 33c; New York No 3 at 37c; New
York No 2 White at 42c; New York No 1 at 48*c;
Mixed Western at 33 @ 38}cc; White 38 @ 42c ;Mixed
State at 40} @ 48c; White do 40} @ 50c. Coft'ee quiet
and unchanged; 1}3 @ 19c gold for cargoes;
10(0)20}
gold for job lots. Sugar is quiet aud Arm at ~0i in)
lOJc for lair to good relining; lojc for prime; refined
for
standard A; 12} @ 12}c for granuquiet at 12c
lated ; 12} @ 12}c for powdered; 13c for crushed. Molasses- grocery grades firm and in fair demand at 38
@ 45c for Eng. Islands; 45 @ 56c for Porto Rico; 55 @
60c for new crop New Orleans. Rice is
unchanged.
Petroleum strong; crude 13 @ 13J; 10,000 bbls refined
early delivery at 26}. Tallow steady at 8}c. Naval
Stores—Rosin easier at 2 20 @ 2 30 for strained. Turpentine is steady at 38 @ 38}c for Spirits. Pork dull
and easier; Mess at 16 87}; seller for February 16 25;

seller March at 16 35. Reef is dull. Out Meats—Western quiet: middles firm; city long clear at 9 @ 91c.
Lard Bhade easier; prime steam at 10 25 @ 10 50;
seller first ten days in December 1015 @ 10 20; seller
December at 1010 @ 10 12}; seller January at 10 02}
@ 10 17}; COO bbls seller for February at 10 57}. Better-choice steady; grades below heavy; 15 @ 30c for
Western; 20 @35c for State. Whiskey heavy 108}*
@ 1 09.
Freights to Liverpool—market is firm; Cotton per
sail 5-16; do steam 13-32; Wheat per steam 9 @ 9.

Chicago, November 27.—Flour is In light demand
and holders firm. Wheat dull, weak and lc
lower;
No 1 Chiago Spring 114} cash;; No 2 Chicago Spring
at 112} cash; 113} seller for December; 114}
1142
@
seller January; No 3 Chicago
Spring at 1 05; rejected
Chicago Spring at 91 @ 91c. Corn Is dull and shade
lower; No 2 at 43}c for cash; 43}c seller December or
seller all year; 43e seller January rejected 40c. Oats
dull and lower at 32c cash; 32|c for so.ler December;
33 @ 334c seller for January. Rye inactive and lower at 05}e.
Barley firmer at 61 @ 644c cash; 65 seller
December. Pork is dull aud shade lower at 15 75
cash; 15 65 seller for all the year; 15 82} seller for
January. Lard is uusettled and generally lower at
9 80 cash;9 75 for seller November; 9 95
@ 9 67} seller
all year; 9 70 @9 72} seller January.
Bulk Meats
are unsettled but generally lower; shoulders at
6} @
0|; short rib sides at 8}; short clear 8|c. Whiskey
is easier at 106 @ 106}.
Railroad Freights unchanged.
Receipts—1,700 bbls noui, 71,000 bush wheat, 71,
000 hush corn, 28.00C bush oats 17,000 bush barley,
12.000 busb of rye.
Shipments-13,000 bbls Hour, 23,100 bush wheat, 77,000 bush corn, 12,000 busli oats, 55,000 oust, barley.

19.000

busb rye.
Un the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
easier at 111} seller January. Corn aud Oats unchanged. Pork is firmer at 15 85 seller January;
15 65 @ 15 70 seller all year. Lard
unchanged.
Toledo, November 27.-Flour is firm. Wheat is
No
2
White
Wabash
1
steady;
39; Not White Michigan at 131}; extra White Michigan at 139; Amber
Michigan 130}; seller for November 1 30; seller December at 1 29}; seller for January 1 31}; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 20, No 1 Red Winter 1 35;No 2 Red
Winter at 1 25; Mo 3 Red at 118}, Corn is steady;
high Mixed new at 50c; No 2 at 50c;new at 40c; damaged at 49c; new at 39c; rejected 49}; new 47c. Oats
are dull; No 2 seller December
31}; r ejected at 27}.
Clover seed 8 t5.
Receipts—OOO bbls flour, 20,000 busb wheat, 24,000
bush Corn, 5,000 bush Oats,0,000 Barley.
Shipments—830 bbls flour, 24,000 busu Wheat, 25,000 bush Corn, 6,000 bush Oats.

Milwaukee, November 27.—Flour is quiet but
unchanged. Wheat opened firm and closed quiet;

No 1 Milwaukee at 110; No 2 Milwaukee 1 14}; for
seller December at 115; seller January 1
16}; No 3
Milwaukee at 1 05}. Corn dull ana drooping;No 2 at
at 43c. Oats ate dull and drooping; No '{ at 31c.
Rye
—No 1 at 664c. Barley is firm ; No 2
Spring at 75c
cash; seller for December 74}e; seller January 75 @
75c; No 3 do at 42c. Provisions are quiet .and weak
Mess Pork at 16 00 for cash. Lard—prime steam at

l) S5a

Receipts—9,000 bbls fioar, 76,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—14,000 flour,;34,000 busfl wheat.
uuuis, jxovjmuer zu.—f lour is firmer for low
and medium extra: other grades quiet.
Wheat—
best grades shade oil; low and medium
qualities a
fraction better; No2 Red Fall at 1 27 cash; 1 31J for
seller January; No 3 Red Winter at 1 20J (Sj 1 20J tor
cash; 1 23J @ 1 21 seller Januai y. Corn steady and
firm—No 2 Mixed at 44J @ 4;le cash; 413c seller for
December; new 43 a 4Uc. Oats dull and heavy;
No 2 at 30c bid cash; 31JC seller December.
Rye is
steady aud firm at 63c cash; 67 @ 67Jc seller December. Barley quiet aud unchanged.
Whiskey quiet
at 1 06. Porlc dull at 16 25 asked, 16 00 bid. Bulk
Meats weak; shoulders at 6Jc; clear rib sides at
84;
clear sides 8Jc. Bacon auiet and
unchanged; shoulders at 7J @ 7 j; clear rib sides at 9 ® 94; clear tides
at 9§@9|«.
Receipts—4800 bids Hour, 24,000 bush wheat, 42,000 bush com, 9,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush barley,
4000 bush rye, 00 hogs, 00 cattle.
or.

Cincinnati, November 23.—Pork is steady; sales
at 16 00 cash; 15 70 all the year; 16 50 seller Mareh.
Lard is active and lower; steam rendered at 9 70 ®
9 80; kettle do at 10
Bulk Meats are
quiet; shoulders at 6 @ 0J; clear rib sides at 8 ® 84;
clear sides at $J @ 8j—all loose; boxed meats
long
and short clear middles sold at 8j; seller December
8J. Bacon nominally unchanged. Green Meats are
easier; shoulders at 5J; short rib sides 7J. Whiskey
higher at 105. Batter dull at 18 @ 22c. Hogs
opened firm and closed quiet aud easy; common light
at 5 (JO @ 5 35; fair to good light at 5 10
5 60;
pocking grades at 5 5 ® 5 70; choice heavy at 5 75 ®
5 85; receipts 6780.head; shipments 1351 bead.

37j@lo50.

Cleveland,November

27.—The Petroleum markstandard.
November
Wilmington,
27.—Cotton is nominal;

et is very firm at 24 for

Middling uplands at lljc.
New Fork, November27.—Cotton firmer; Middling uplands at 12Jc.
Mobile, November 27,-Cottou is stroiig;Viiddling

uplands lljc.

New Orleans, November 27. -Cotton is active,
strong and held higher; Middling uplands lljc.
Lodisville, November 27.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands lljc.
Savannah, November 27—Cotton market firm;

Middling uplands at ll jc.
Charleston, November 27.—Cotton firmer; Middling uplands at 12c.
Norfolk, November 27.—Colton is firm; Middling
uplands at lljc.
Galveston, November 27.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands lljc.
Memphis, November 27.—Cotton market strong;

Middling uplands lljc.

CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, Now York—Henry

married.
In this city, Nov. 23. by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Edward
M. Ohesley of Haverhill, Mass., and Miss F'lora E.
Ayer of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 25, by Rev. W. M.
Sterling,
Frank B. Richards and Addie Marshal), both of
Portland. (.Boston papers please cop;.]
In Deering, Nov. 22, by Rev. Dr. Hill. Wm. H.
Furinton of Portland and Miss Louise E. Bootbby
of Deering.
In Harjjswell, Nov. 11, Wm. C. Condon of Bruns-

wick aud Miss Jane S. Pennell ot Harpswell.
In Buxton, F. C. Deering of Saco and Mrs. Roueua
C. How of Buxton.
At Goodwin’s Mills, Oct. 29, Frank Earle and Miss
Besssie P. Hill, both of Lyman.
In Auburn, Nov. 23, Adrew C. Higgins and Miss
Ella S. Adams, both ot Bowdoin.

Barque Sarah, lugersoll, Buenos Ayre—A & S E
Spring.
Brig Atlas, Towers, Liverpool—Grand Trunk Railway Co.
Sell Superior,
Sch Antelope,

naiu

x,xx

xyiCDBCr.

aguu
&

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE
Idaho.New York .Liverpool.... Nov 28
Russia.New York..Liverpool.... Nov 29
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.Nov 29
Atlas..New York. .Kingston, &c..Dec 1
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.Dec 2
Amerique.New York .Havre.-.Dec 2
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 2
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 2
Clyde.New York. .Havana.Dec 2
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwall... .Dec 2
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 2
Utopia.New York. London.Dec 2
Olympus....Boston..., Liverpool.I)cc 2
Parthia...New York.. Liverpool.... Nov (J
City of New York .New York. .Havana.Dec 0
Polynesian. Portland....Liverpool.Dec 9
Etna....New York ..Aspinwall... .Dec 9
California.New York. .Glasgow. Dec 9
City of Richmonds.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 9
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool... Dec 12
Algeria...New York.. Liverpool.Dec 13
Sardinian.Portland... Liverpool.Dec 16
Circassian. Portland...Liverpool.Dec 23
Sarmatiau.Portland... Liverpool.Dec 30
...

Minaaure Almanac.November 28.
Sun rises.7 07 J High water.8.15 AM
Sun sets.4.29 | Moon sets. 3.45 AM

MARINE

ISTjEWa

xTlonday,

Nov.

Ar at Philadelphia 27th, brig Geo E Dale, Pierce,
Turks Island.
Sid fin Pernambuco Oct 21, brig Geo S Berry,York,
New York.
Ar at Montevideo Oct 16, barque Sami E Spring,
Small. Cardiff.
At Pabellon de Pica Oct 4, ship Hagarsfown, Call,
for Europe; Matterhorn, Arey, and S S Thomas,
Eastman, do, all loading.
Ar at Iquique Oct 13, barque Herbert Black, Trtaf,
Valparaiso.
At Callao Oct 28th, ships Messenger, Gilkey, tor
Hampton Roads, lug; Otago, Thorndike, fm Iquique
for Europe.
Sid Oct 20, ships Andrew Johnson, Speed, Pabellon
de Pica; J B Lincoln, Lombard, Point Lobos.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Oct 5, snip Yo
Semite, Mack,
(from Boston) for San Francisco.
At Point Lobos Oct 15th, ship Per a,
Larrabee, for

Europe.

MEMORANDA.
Sch John Wentworth, Browu, from Jacksonville,
before reported lu distress off Barnegat. was run into
bv sebr Susan, Capt Gifford, from New York for
Savanna-la-Mar, and cut down four feet on port
side, near main rigging, and idled with water. The
crew remained by the wreck and threw over 10.000
feet lumber to ease her. She was towed to New York
25th. The Susan carried away her bowsprit, cutwater. and bead gear, and returned for repairs.
Sch Ruth Thomas, Hutchinson, lrom Providence
XT

r. r.

high water
damage.
off at

came

out

V.

and

Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston lor
Iiastport and St John. NB.
Brig Liberty, Devereux, Boston, to load for West

T

1

1

.>.,1

with-

The
No vou

but

Treworgy,

from Hoboken.

WESTERLY—Sid 24th, sch Mary, Hallowell,* for

now

Incorporated 1835.

tell vho isli elected Brcsident,

those who have been looking

over

the town vill

1876.

know that

W.H. KOHLING
99 Exchange St.,
Choicest ami most Desirable Stock
of Cloths
for Gentlemen’s Garments now in Portland.

Safety Insurance Co.

There is a great diversity of opinion whether
HAVEN or TILDEiT will best tit the Fred,
deucy, but in Portland there are hundreds ot the
best citizens (and the number of such is daily increasing) who believe that

The following Statement of the affairs of the Company is published in conformity with a provision of
its charter:

PHILADELPHIA, Novembers, 187C.

can

ED from November 1st, 1875,
to October 31st, 1876.
On Marine and Inland Risks... .$537,151 50
On Fire Risks. 163,710 26

best fit them to all kinds of

-$7C0,84l 70
Premium* on Policie* not
marked off November 1, 1875

CLOTHING !

Magnet, Blackwood, Rondout lor do; Scud, Hallowell, Perth Ambov for do; John E Dailey, Long, and
Chas Heath, Randall, fm Port Johnson tor do; FN
Tower, Adams, do for do; Sassauoa, Hinckley, and
Dexter Clark, Curtis, Hokoken for Boston; G VV Andrews, Watts; Annie Lee, Look; Percy, Mitchell;
Henry, Batson; J B Knowles, Wass, and F Aithemius, Pink ham, Hoboken for do; Alcora, Robinson,
do for Rockport; Ella, Hatch, do for Quincy; Sami
Hart, Holbrook, and RisiDg Sun. Jones, d ) f ir Salem;
Boaz, Gilkey, Rondout lor do; Etta M Baiter, from
Georgetown for Weymouth; Leonora, Austin, Weeliawken for Lynn; Elwood Doran, Jarvis, fm do for
Portsmouth; Victor. Perry, Port Johnson for do;
Evelyn, Crowley, Hoboken lor do; Carrie W, Fearaby, and Eastern Queen, Higgins, New York for do;

Turner, Hupper, Wilmington for Kennebunkport; Lamoine, Leach, Baltimore for Bangor; Lookout, Hutchins, New York for Waldoboro; Huntress,
Brown, do lor Harrington.
In port, schs A Oakes, Helen Mar, Wesley Abbott,
Com Kearney, Cherub,Willis Putnam, Helen M Condon, Wm Stevens, Mary B Rogers, Olive E.lxabetb,
Hattie

Kolon, Alaska, Belle, Nellie Belle, C H Eaton, Clara
Jane, Gen Banks, Mary Riley, Emily A Staples, Jed
F Duren, R L Tay, Odell, Benjamin, Prospect. J J
Spencer, Hortensia, Margie. Nellie Eaton. H E Wellman. J W Drisko, Charlie Morton, C S Rogers, 8nar-

Murch, Decora, Westerloo, Fannie F Hall,
Lugano, Oroziinbo, Paran, Edw Waite, Kate Walker,
May Day, Reno, Laura Bridgman, Everglade, Rose,
Nathan Clifford, Sammy Ford, G M Porter. John
Farnham, Lizzie B McNicbols, Carrie Belle, Thos N
Stone. J P Ames, Neptune’s Bride, Campbell. Aldanah Rokes. Mail, Effle J Simmons, Fannie Butler.
Mary Lymburner, Isabella Jewett, S P Adams, Jas
Bliss. Searsville, L A Snow, Adriana, Mary Sands,
Watchman, Northern Light, Yreka, Union, Nellie
Chase, Whitney Long, Ella M Pennell, Jesse Hart,
John Bird. Mary Ella, Caleb Eaton, Julia & Martha,
Mary E Smith, Charlie Cobb, Nancy J Dav, Lizzie
Major, Rival,Mary Jane, Belle, and the above arri-

PREUICMSMARKED
OFF as earned from November 1, 1875, to October 31,1876

them.

-$750,970

If you want the beat OVERCOAT which
be made in Portland, go to KOIILING’N, 99 Exchange Street*

Salvages, Ac.

as above.
Marine and Inland Navigation

If you want a BUSINESS SUIT
of
faHbiouable material and Mtylioh make* let
ItOIICINt; take your order.

Losses.$280,411 81

Fire Losses.
Return Premiums.

FOREIGN FORTH.
ship Cora, Coombs, for Bombay
inst, brig Kossack. Smith, tiom

Cette.

Messina previous to 24th inst, barque Syra,

Corning, Naples.

Ar at Genoa 23d inst, barque G Reusens, Leighton.
New York.
Sid fm Malaga prev to Nov 29th, brig Mary Gibbs,
Whittemore, New York.
At Cadiz 9th inst, barque W H Genn.
Collins, unc.
Arat Cardiff 25th inst, brig Afton, Perkins, Eastport, (ordered to Bristol.)
Sid fm Liverpool 14th inst. ships Clarissa B Carver,
Dow, Calcutta; John Tucker, Ryan, Baltimore.
Sid tm Brake 19th inst, sch Parepa,
Packard, for

Key West.
Sid tm Swinemunde 9th inst, barque Loriuda Borstel, Borstel, Hull; James E Brett, Gibson, tor New
York.
Ar at BaLia Oct 22d, brig James
Miller, Parker,
New York.
A r at St Thomas prev to Nov
25, brig Jessie Rhynas, Tucker, Rio Janeiro.
At at Demarara 23d inst, sch Mary A Harmon,
Mahlman. New York.
Cld at Charlottetown. PEI, 17tli inst, sch Sea Bird,

Stanley, Philadelphia.

SPOKEN.
Oct 5, lat 15 N, Ion 21 W, ship McNear, Taylor, fm

Cardiff tor Hong
Nov 14, oft Bar

Kong.
Lightship, ship Clarissa
Dow, from Liverpool for Calcutta.

Printing,

Carver,

and

ORGANS.

Assets of the

smltf

C-H-I-N-E-S-E.
sntf

BARRETT,
BONDS,
Street,

100.000

Reduced Rates!

100,000

UNITED STATES

Atlantic and Pacific

Bonds

74

Go.

i/t

19 Commercial Street and 15 ant!
10 market Square.
Have always on hand and are constantly receiving
supplies of the best oysters, which they are selling at
the lowest market prices. All orders
promptly tilled.
nov25
sndlw

_ju7eod6m2dp

Riegel,
Thomas P. Shotesbnry,

SKATE&

Brawhall, Reed, Newburyport.

hsh to Curtis

hand and made to order.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES
and to let by

SCHLOTTEKBECK,
and Manufacturer of

INSTRUMENTS,

501 Congress St., Portland, Maine.

11023

1876.

uu uuu unci

Morgan,

BOSTOi\lGEAC¥,
OFFICE

ACME CLUB and AEE CLAMP, from
S< «» upwards. A full line ot all the best
styles of Wood Top Skates at low prices. All Steel,
Club Skates for 91.00.
G. L. HAILEV,
no25eodsnlm
-IS Exchange .Hired.

Cor. State anil Devonshire Sis.

Wm, Y. Hutchings,

Michigan Apples!

■AG-EHTT.

nov-l

eodCt

_

MUSIC !

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

Barrel.

New Sheet Music, Boots.

These Apples

hand picked and
arc
they were taken from the tree

k

Folios,

received daily by

C. K.

J. S. CROCKETT,
»1 COMMERCIAL STREET.

177

THAYER-,

HAWES,

Middle Street, Portland.
The

largest Block

in

ike f ily,

ALSO

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap lor cash or installments, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,

Late of Philadelphia,

Flutes,

Banjos. Piccolos,

Harmonicas, Clarinets,

Cornets, and all Instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra V iolin Striugs, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

—

CHARGE

jan31deadly*

in

The

Doctor is

a

Graduate

of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

is

8»P

to
to

1-S A.JI,, 1
8 P. .’ll.

to

!i,

noil

V »■***■».-*

teblTsneodtt

■

BBS S'.

SUdtf

1

liiri.l

*

478 CONGREMM MTREET,
Opposite Preble llou«e.

nol3eodlhu

32-0 BONDS

M.

€7 PATTEY,

Practical and

Expert Accountaut,

145 COMMERCIAL ST.
accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written
rod all work requiring competent services promptly
sxecuted. Compromises between debtors and credi:ors eflected, financial ability of debtors
investigated
rod settlements eBected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited nnmlier.
Business from this city aud
vicinity respectfully
loUcited.
Ample references in this and other cities,

INTRICATE

H. M. Payson& CO.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

32

PORTRAITS

should be sent lu at once. With regard to quality of
work comment is
unnecessary.
E. KUllflf, Enq., a celebrated Boston artist,
has become associated with Mr.C., which insures the
production of a class of portrature never before offered in this State. Please examine
samples on exhibition.

0

CAL.3L.ED

myk’7

prepared to All orders for

LIFE SIZE

The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that lie never fails
to cure w here a core is
possible.

Office Hours O

now

in the most acceptable manner. Nothing pertaining
to the business so complicated that he will not undertake it.

marlTW&FteodH

Exchange Street.eodtf

NICE

Hot Baked Beans & Brown Bread
Every Malurday

afiei

noon
ni

PRESTON'S

and

Sunday

BAKERY,

lOaud f

Washington Mtreet, formerly R.
liV. JSmardon <& Co. Also Hot Brown Bread every
noniing, and Rolls. Biscuits, Tea Bread ami Buns
svery afternoon at 5 o’clock,
novldlf
J. c. PRESTON.

Sliocilder Braces,

Dealer in

D.T.

morning

Spinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

SURGICAL

402,328 56

HENRY LYLBURN, Secretary.
HENRY BALL, Assistant Secretary.

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

G.

7.874 00

<•
Wm. S. Bisseil
THOMAS C. HAND, President.

Surgical Instruments,

A.

49,616 22

Wm. C. Honston,
H. Prank Robinson,
Jacob P. Jones,
James B. M’Farland.
SpeDcer M’llvane,
John H. Michener,
A. B. Berger, Pittslmra,

Jacob

terms by

5J_“CALLED” BONDS.

for sale

120,COO 00
217,174 93

HughCraig,
John D. Taylor,
W. Bernadou,

Edward Lafourcade,

OP

247,930 00

George

Brooke,

H. Jones

ndlm

rooms

29,000 CO

James C. Hand,
William C. Ludwig,

Thomas Clyde,
Samuel E. Stokes,
William G. Boulton,
Edward Darlingtom,

BLOCK,

FREE

jmjihuic

iuc

N. Parker Sbortridge,
Andrew Wheeler,

EXCHANGE STREET.

CONSULTED

00

DIRECTORS.

RAND,

BK

32,800

Value.$1,577,503 00

Thomas C. Hand,
James Traquair
Henry P. Sloan,
John H. Catherwood,

have removed to

CAN

00

of the dividend whereof it is evidence

Counsellors at Law,

oc9d3msn

5,808

the 1st December proximo, free of State tax.
They have also declared a SCRIP DIVIDEND ot
FORTY PER CENT, on the EARNED PREMIUMS
for the year ending October 31, 1876, certificates of
which will be issued to the parties entitled to tlie
same on and after the 1st December proximo.
They have ordered, also, that the SCRIP CERTIFICATES OF PROFITS ol the Company for the
year ending October31, 1869, be redeemed in CASH,
at the office of the Company, ou and alter the 1st
December proximo, all interest thereon to cease ou
that day. (J^“By a provision of the charter, all
Certificates of Scrip not presented for redemption
within five years after public notice that
they will be
redeemed, shall be forfeited and canceled on the
books or the Company.
Gap"’No Certificate of profits issued under $25. By
the Act of Incorporation, *‘no Certificate shall issue
unless claimed within two years after the declaration

Wholesale Oyster Dealers

a

18,430 00

Philadelhia, November8,

Stole*

as

19,800 00

The Board of Directors have this day declared a
CASH DIVIDEND of TEN PER CENT, on the
CAPITAL STOCK, and SIX PER CENT, interest

TIMMONS & IIAWE«,

packed

20,000 00

$2,374,496 71

.Night
lialf day rates.
sndtt

3 Bushels In

R. guaran-

Estate at Philadelphia and Pittsburg.
Bill* Receivable for Insurances made.
Balances due at Agencies, Premiums on Marine
Policies. Accrued interest
and other debts due the
Company.
Htock and *crip Ac., of
sundry Corporations, $21,213. Estimated value.
Cash, on deposit in
Banks.$177,085 53
Loaned on call
with collaterals,.. 225,000 00
In Office.
243 03

OYSTERS!

oc31

(0

of Tennessee Six
per cent. Loan.
Penn. R. R. Co. 380 shares

kel
Real

20 words at

CENTENNIAL

21,100

tee).

per cent.

J. & E. M.

00

55,000 f 0

$1,490,000 Par Cost $1,486,8(6 01. Mar-

Day Rates reduced

uo6

54,000

R. R. First

Mortgage
per cent...
247,920 LoaoN on Bond and
Mortgage, tirst Liens on
City property.

OFFICE,

BRANCH OFFICESjpreJi®’Ifst-

one

113,000 00

Dry Dock
Coan, Seven

(Grand Trunk Ticket Cilice.)

for

107,000 00

Stock.
6,059 North Penn. R, R. Co.
121 shares Stock.
40.000 American kteamshlpiCo.
Six per cent. Bonds (Penn.
R. guarantee).
29.000 Wm. Cramp * kon’s

Exchange Street,

Fifty

280,190 00

44,CC0 State
19.000

GEN ERAL

(Penn. R.

0O

366,800 00

Mortgage Six per cent. Bonds
25*000 Western Penn. R. R.
Mortgage Six per cent.

All

The highest market price paid for such bonds and
for Government Bonds of every description.
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds maturing
Dec. 1st, 187(>.

on

Mlaie ol New Jersey Six
per cent. I»ans, 1880 to 1902
City of Pittsburgh Seven
per cent. Loans.
City of Boston Six percent.

20.000 Penn*yl vania

Telegraph

$206,325

Loans.
50.000 City of »t. Coni* Six per
cent. Loans, Gold.
50.000 City of Cincinnati Seven
per cent. Loans.

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable

6s,

and other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

Pennsylvania

tax).

250.000

Bonght

Foil land Municipal 6s,

Clcaveland, Ohio, 7s,

1§?6.

Six per cent. Loans.
ot Philadelphia Six
per cent Loans (exempt from

OFFER FOR SALE

Portland Aid Railroad

Company.

325,00) City

has been in extensive practice for
twenty years. Diseases of the Eye and Ear, Throat and
Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.

No. 200 Middle

91

November 1,
184.000 Ktate of

augzsnly

DEALERS IN

18

$354,876

Mechanics’ Hall Enihling.

ED- B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
has the celebrated tVeber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended to as

SWAN &

12,498 14
30.990 08

-$489,964

STREEr,

no20

NOTICES.

scp2G

49,318 90

Expenses.

First, Door below Jose’s Centennial Block

at bis

PIlNflQ
111111UO

Ac.

Taxes—State and Municipal
Taxes.

KOMLING’S,

—

B

45,951 87
52 418 91
18,644 47

Re-lnsuranccs.
Agency Charges, Advertising,

If you want FIRST CLAMS CLOTHING in every particular for the lowest
price, go to

NO. 99 EXCHANGE

87

$811,841
LOME9, EXPEftWE*, Ac., during the year

If yon want an elegant DRESS SUIT—
that will unit—go to HOIILING’N)
IVo. 99 Exchange Street.

If.

22

107,879

09

oue

W.

uunngsuuic penou—

■ merest

can

vals.

At Calcutta Oct 20,
Ar at Messina 51U

.$554*793 51

Ou Marine and Inland Risks..

On Eire Risks... 182,176 71

Anna S

BOSTON—Ar 25th, scbs Royal Oak, Kelley, and
Elizabeth, Wall, Calais: Olivo Braneb, Smith, Lubec
Ximena, Thompson, Machias, (Geo Blythe, ot Machias, lost overboard 25th); Fannie Mitchell. Robinson, Eastport; Mineola, Fullerton, Ellsworth: Advance. Ficketr, Cherryfield; Susau & Phebe, Snow,
Eastport; Virginia, Wooster, Sullivan; Myra Sears,
Jellison, Thom as ton; Elizabeth, Dickerman, Dresden; Geo Savage, Walker, and H Colson, Gray. Bangor; Pierce, Varnum, and Alfred Chase, Robinson,
do; Eastern River, Hogan,Orland; Laura & Marion
Clifford, Bristol; Saran, Weeks, Bath; Mary, Bonner, Portland; Harry Percy, Percy, Dover.
Cld 25th, schs Nettie B Dobbin, Dobbin, Charlottetown, PEi; M L Crockett, Crockett. Baugor.
Ar 26th, scbs Crusoe, Bateman, Machias; Boston
Light, Boardman. Camden.
Ar 27th, schs Minetta, Stewart, Belfast; Martha A
Brewer, McFarland, and Lucy Amelia, Holmes, do;
Walter E Palmer, Staples, Bangor; Elisha Holmes,
Bragdon, Newcastle, Me; Maria Louisa, Southard,
and Eddie F Treat, Miller, Wiscasset; Emma Hotchkiss, Alley, do; Cambridge, Stevens, and Saginaw,
Ryder. Bath.
Cld 27tb, sch Wave, Mitchell, Machias.
SALEM—Ar 25th. schs Brunette, Rich,
Searsport;
California, Kaler, Waldoboro via Portland.
Ar 26th, schs W H Archer, Bellaty, fm Boston lor
Ellsworth; Hudson, Hutchins, do for Orland.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 24th, sch Louisa Wilson,
Holt. Ellsworth.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 25th, sch A J Williams,
Murch, Ellsworth.

523,692 83
$1,226.534 59

iTIR. KOHEIIVCr cordially invites all to examine his stock of goods. It is no trouble to show

25tb, sch Sea Dog, Strout, for
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 25tb, sch J Mayo, Bragg,
Lincolnville.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, brigs Mariposa,
Fletcher, Cadiz tor Gloucester; Geo Burnham, Staples, Perth Amboy for Boston; Rocky Glen, Allen,
and Adaliue Richardson, Drisko, Hoboken lor do:
Stephen Harding, Harding. Philadelphia for
Boston; Fred C Holden, McRae. Weehawkeu for do;

RECEIV-

PRKMIIMM

W. H. KOHLIM

New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid

schs

THE

OF

OFFICE

(chust pelow Jose’s Centennial Block,) brought home
from New York and the Centennial the

Cld 25th, barque Almira Robinson, Tarbox, Havre.
Ar at SW Pass 25tb, ship Marcia C Dav, Chase,
Marseilles.
Sid 26th, ship Columbia, tor Liverpool.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 19tb, sch A B Perry, Look,
Morrison, for Conway.
PENSACOLA—Cld 20lb, sch Agnes I Grace, Smalley, Philadelphia.
FERNANDINA—Ar 21st, sch C H Kelley, Gray,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 25th,ship Flying Eagle,Crowell,
New York; barque John E Chase, Davis, Antwerp.
SATILLA MILLS— Ar lotlfe sch Alfred Keen,
Keating, Brunswick, Ga.
Ar 18th. sell Satilla, Rivers, Savannah.
CHARLESTON—Ar 25th, sch Wm Connors, Wentworth, Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 241b, sch Laura E Messer,
Gregory, Boston.
FORTRESS M ON ROE—Sid 23d. barque Adelaide
Norris, (from Norfolk) for Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Cld 25tli, schs Brigadier, Norton,
New Haven; Tennessee, Pillsbury, Danvers; AdaB,
(Br) Draper, Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, sch Sarah E Douglass, Bethel, Nassau, NP.
NEW YORK—Ar 25th, barque Ilosea Rich, Menzies, East Chester; schs John Wentworth, Brown,
Jacksonville, (see Mem); Brave. Foss, do; Mary E
Pearson .Thompson, Providence; J C Nash, Crowley,
do; Abbott Lawrence, Warren, do; Mexican. Haskell, and R W Denham, Providence; Gauges, Keith,
Pawtucket.
Ar 27tb, brigs John W Hunt, Hunt, Dantzlc; Alice
Tarlton, Nickerson, Cienfuegos.
Cld 25th, schs Five Sisters, Wallace, for Gonaives;
D B Everett, Hix, Kingston, Jam; Addie Ryerson,
Cousins, Nassau, NP; Maud Webster, Wentworth,
Pensacola; Laina Cobb, Cobb, Charleston; J S Pike,
Robinson, Salem.
Sid 25th, ship Josephus, tor San Francisco; barque
Elmiranda, tor Dunedin.
Passed through Hell Gate 25lh, brigs P Hobbs,
Blake, from New York lor Belfast; Isaac Carver,
Williams, Port Johnson for Providence; schs Harp,
Bickford, Now York for Boston; Jeddie, Chadwick,
do for do; J S Pike, Robinson; do for Salem; J & H
Crowley. Cotton, do for Boston; Czar, Hammond, do
for Providence; C W Holt, DeLay, do for Shooter’s
Island; Wm Thomas, Littlejohn, Hoboken for Fall
River; Maud Mullock, Norwood, do for Bostou.
STOMNGTON—Ar 23d, sch J B Allen, Randall,
Port Johnson.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 251 h. schs Python, Merrill,
Perth Amboy; Andrew Peters, Torrey, and Stephen
J Watts, Watts, New York.
Below 25lh, schs Lookout, Bray, and Loduskia,

INSURANCE.

Presidency.

can

Rio Janeiro.

Porto Rico.
Cld 17th, barque Robt

Fire and Marine

HAVES OK TIED EX,

Snow. New York.
NEW ORLEANS-Below 25th, ship Lucy A Nichols, Nichols, from Havre; Alexander, Murphy, from

Indies.

Sch Bertha J Fellows, Smith, New York—coal to
5 Rounds & Son.
Sch Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, Philadelpbia-coai to
Sargent, Dennison, & Co.
Sch Albert H Waite, Drisko,
Philadelphia-coal to
Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sch Lizzie Wilson, Wi.son,
Boston, to load for Cuba

MillbriUge-dry

.1.

proceeded, supposed

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 24tli inst, barque HeieDa,

SAN

27.

ARRiVED.

Sch dosie, Newbury,
6 Davis.

Sarah.

LF&OM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.}

MOST EVERYBODY .NOWS.
\
/One thing most everybody knows,
/ That Boys are Clothed” from head to feet, 1
\ In "New York styles” at Georc.k Fenno’s, 7/
Corner of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
dtdecl1
sep21

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch

Roberts, Wiscasset—master.

SAILED—Barque

DIED.
--->

Spofford, Wiscasset—master.

SPECIAL

34 years.
In Fryeburg, Nov. 14, Mr. Calvin
Emery, aged
40 years. {
In Augusta, Nov. 23, Mr. Chas. W.
Saflord, aged
67 years 9 months.
In Winthrop, Nov. 25, Mr. Isaac Foster, aged 87
years 7 months.
In Cu:on, Nov. 15, Mrs.
Noicross, mother ot Kev.
F. Norcross, aged 80 years.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Fox.

Ar at

Europr.au Jlurkets.
London, November 27—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Erie railway shares 9J; do preferred 10.
Liverpool, November 27.—12.30 P. M.—Cottonbuoyant; Middling uplands atGJd; do Orleans at
6 11-lGd; sales 25,000 bales, including 7000 bales for
speculation and export. Receipts 16,000 bales, of
which 16,500 were American.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Highest niTi-kct price paid lor
above named bonds, or first-class
securities given in exchange.

Woodbury & Moulton,
Investment Bankers,
07
nov29

EX

RANGE

STREET.
eodly

1

md your old
Milk Hat iu Exchange
will secure the late*! Huulnp Styles
of Milk Hat at

UERRY’S THE HATTER,
237 Middle SI., Sign of tlie Gold lint.

octu*

utr

THE

THE t'LOSE.

PRESS,

'l'hc End of flic Odd Fcllowk’ Eair.

TUESDAY MORNING, 30V. 28. 1876
THE PREMS

May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots ot FesBros., Marquis, Brunei
Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, Is. B. Kendrick, aud Chisholm
tra,up that run out of the city,
A?*k??,aV
At "Wdelord, of Phlilsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and IT. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of .1. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

senden

Lecture by A. F. Lewie, Esq.

Last evening the Odd Fellows’fair, which
has

lasted seven

goods

days,

came

The
end
which for the

to au

sold out and the hall,
last week has been used by
“money changers,’*
will this evening be transformed into a hall
room, where the odd as well as the even fellows will execute the graceful waltz.
Previous to the openiug exercises at the hall last
were

CITY an:c vicinity

evening Chandler’s band tendered the manage-

New Advertisement* To-Day.

very thoughtful act ou the part of Mr.
Chandler and his excellent baud, and the mem.
hers of the Order in this city will not be slow in
At the close of the concert
remembering it.

Sleighs. Sleighs—H.
Too

H.
Soft aud Sweet—J.

Burgess.
Burleigh

&

amilffi

Co.

am.

West.

Arrive at 5.10 p in.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

8.30 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western.

Arrive at 12.20 p m
iu, z.ov aim a.uu p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.00 p. in.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
a m. Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., and
3.00 p iu. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m and 2.00
p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m and 4.20 p m. Close at 10.00
a m and 2.20 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
6.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday
at 12.45 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p in.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T- R. Arat 2.40 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
v>iubc m o.ou a

rive

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

ning

four fnnnlu in

Q

veniinl

noisy company. Their
they closed at 8 o’clock,

a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers aud General Delivery

i..ow a uj.

ac once.

tlia

fair

Knl

began his humorous recitations. He also
sang several musical soDgs with Miss Stagg,
much to the amusement of the large hut rather

Portland, Me., Oct. 16,1876.
Arrival and Departure oI Mail**
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. and 12 30 a. m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30

hum

well filled and the exercises of the

soon

From 8.G0

and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and tho

This

buildiDg.

Mr. Haseltine in behalf of the committee introduced Past Master Barnes and Miss Stagg
of New York to the audience.
Mr. Barnes

Office Hour*.

9 to 10

was

evening began

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

mi

serenade in front of the

a

the ball

People’s Line—Steamer Artisan.
Lost—Eye Glasses.

Sundays

ment
was a

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
G. M’S—Dances.
Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Carlton Kimball—35[cent8.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lam son’s Carbou Photographs.
Pianos & Organs—W. H. Furbnsb & Son.
Grand Christmas Opening—Lobenstein.
400 Pairs Black Kid Gloves—Nelson «2fc Gould.
Skates and Sleds—C. Day, Jr. & Co.
S 1,000 for a Mouth’s Work.

fr

MECHANICS’ COURSE.

of each mouth.

limited and
much to the regret of
It is thought that this gentleman
time

was

all present.
and lady may come here later in the season and
If they do a
give a public entertainment.
large house is assured. The drawiug of raffles commenced promptly at 8 o’clock and as

usual,

a

very

large

number of people turned
The names of the few fortu-

away sorrowing.
nate ones will he found below:

General table—Branson knitter, P. L. Watts;
plant stand, J. W. Hutchins; castle, F. E.
Roberts; cake box, A. C. Conwell; trunk, E.
Holmes; Spartan stove, J. W. Carney; oil
painting, Mrs. M. J. Schumacher; Crowned
Bell stove, J. Walker, Jr.; fire screeu, Fred G.
Bnffum.

Ligonia table—Sofa plliow, L. P. Perkins;
bracket, George H. Coyle; two oil paintings,
W. J. Gardner; wax flowers, J. H. Crowell;
nhter overcoat, G, H. Lovejoy; sofa pillow, A.
E. Veazie; wax flowers, J. T. Darling; bronze
clock, Mrs. S. Freeman; work-box ottoman, G.
M.

Wildridge.

Ancient Brotheis table—Steel

engraving, M.
G. McFarland; hat and gloves, I. T. Wyer;
chess board, Mrs. C. A. Jone>; table cover,
Mis. Geo. A. Hunt; log cabin quit, J. B.
Sherman; rug, J. H. Hutchins; basket of flowers, A. J. B ch; silk quilt, J. Johuwart; motto,
G. J. Pennell.

Ivy Lodge table—Toilet glass, Mrs. C. II.
Chesly; motto, W. A. Foye; toilet set, F. P.

Sargent; wax flowers, B. H. Bines; silver rus
tic basket, C. H. Fessecden.
Beacon Lodge table—Afghan, Mrs. S. McDonald; toilet set, C. M. Hun*; Singer sewiug
machine, George A. Jordan.
Maine Lodge table—Silver caster, S. H. Gilkey; fancy watch case, J. B. Sherman; tout, A.
D. Smith; silver cane basket, no name; shell
fan, F. B. Farringtontjquilt, Miss Adie.
Drug store—Clock case, Fred Maxwell; wax
flowers, W. L. Morse.
At the close of the raffling but few articles
left, and Messrs. Bailey & Alien at ouce
commenced auctioneering off the remaining
aiticles. Of coarse they did not complete the
work of clearing the tables, but what remains
will he sold this morninm
The scales went to F. u. Tamer, he having
497 votes against 453 for Mr. Banks.
Six perwere

At

MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient

Land-Mark,

first Wednes-

day: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, Becond

Vernon, K.
Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland,
day : St. AlbanB, second Thursday.

fourth Mon-

Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 P. m. ; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.

May;

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Friday.
Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in Mai oh, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient

sons

guessed the

cake,

and it

was

weight

same

divided

on

the guess

between tbe contes-

tants.
The promenade coucert to be given this even,
to be a grand affair. A very large
number of tickets have already been sold.
Chandler will furnish his very best music on
the occasion.
In our notice of the ladies in charge of the
seveiat tables we neglected to give a correct list
of the ladies at Ancient Brothers table, which
was one of the finest arranged tables in the
whole hall.
It was under the superintendence
of Mrs Addison Frye, assisted by Mrs. John

ing promises

T. Alexander, Mrs. Miiton Higgins, Mrs. C. H.
Ball, Mrs. J. W. Bobinson, Mrs. D. W. Loveitt and Mrs. Mountfort.

Friday
Thursday evenings; Ligonia,
Brotheis,
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of

Music Hall.—The audience at Music Hall
last night was a large one, the appearance of
Miss Lizzie Walton calling out many people,
and there was an evident desire to afford her
the full measure of recognition which her

month.

talents deserved.
The play selected was Watts Phillips’ drama
‘’Maud’s Peril,” an unfortunate selection, for
the leading part requires an exhibition of great
emotional power, an exhibition which cannot

A

on

on

R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, lirst and third Satuiuays.
Relief Association—Every third Tuesday in the
Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
Association
first Monday evening of each month.
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July

and October.

reasonably be expected cf
possesses

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
WVWAXAJfe.

Patriotic Order Sons op America—Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

BoswoRTn Post
K.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco Btreets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printers’Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Street. Open day and evening. Business meeting
G. A.

every

Monday evening at 7 j o’clock.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturdav in each mouth.
Mercantile Library Association, Congrefs
Hall Block. SecoBd Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.
Portland institute and public library
n City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge, No. 6, Mon
day evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Army

Portland

Congress and Brown

and
streets.

month.

Nayy Union- Comer
First Tuesday in each

Sovereigns of Industry, Dirigo Council
meets every Friday evening at Alcana Hall

No. 2
at 71

o’clock,

Portland Fraternity—No. 4$ Free St. Block.
Every evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar
cans, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; F’orest City
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ of Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

Krief Jottings.

There wi'.l be no session of the city schools
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this week.
The lovely weather is the general topic of

conversation.

Turkeys

are

very

scarce

in the

market

as

yet.
A Hollis man was arrested last night for intoxication; also a bewildered fellow who was
insulting ladies on the street.
A pocket book containing a small sum of
money now awaits an owner at the police station.
The High School class of ’7G will celebrate
their third anniversary at Grand Army Hall,
December 28tb.
Thomas J. Welch lias an engraved China
is over 120years
cup in his store window which

old, and isn’t much out of style either.

stole an overcoat and a pair of trousers Sunday afternoon from the clothes-line of
Mr. Eobert Smith, 25 Claik street
Mr H, C. Bagley has opened a bookstore at
No. 482 Congress street.
Just in time for the

Tramps

holidays.
An excellent chance for

offered in

our

advertising

the unemployed is
columns this morn-

ing.
Capt. Dolan of the brig Mary A. Chase,
which was wrecked in the hurricaue of October
18, off Cape Antonio, has arrived home in this
city from Key West, where he was landed with
his crew.

Besides those gentlemen mentioned yesterMr. Arthur B. Morrill of this city and Mr.
Albert C. Perkins, principal of Phillips Acadeaddress tho State
my, Exeter, N. H., will
Teachers’ Association at their next meeting at

day

Bath.
A partition is goiug up across the main cor
a
ridor of the City Building, which will make
decided difference in the amount of heat required for the whole building. Formerly there
has been nothing hut the storm doors to keep
out the cold.
afternoon Deputy Marshal
On Saturday
Great
Marble biougbt to this city from West
had been caught
Works, Eugene Wadlin, who
the former vilstealing from the post office in
Commislage. Wadlin was brought before
sioner Band, waived examination, and was
committed in default of $1000 bonds.
Held fou Trial.—William Donll and Cbas
Thompson, captain and first mate respectively
of the bark Daring of this port were on Saturfor trial on
day in Boston, each held in $5000,
which he was
charge of cruelty to a seamaD, by
Alexander
driven ovetboard and drowned.
McPherson, second matp, charged with beating
and wounding another member of her crew,
was held in $1500,

transcenueDt

a

novice unless she

acuity,

rue

part

is a

trying one, and Miss Walton felt a natural and
pardonable diffidence in appearing before so
many of her townspeople. The result was not
the success her friends hoped for. She had an

intelligent conception

of the role, a conception
to which her execution was not adequate. She
lacked sufficient volume of voice, and that ease
upon the stage which is acquired by loug

acquaintance. Doubtless she was greatly
hampered by her support, Mr. Forest having no
idea of his part, and transforming the elegant
gentleman of the play into a ranting fellow, for
whom no woman could be expected to even
imulate affection.
Under the circumstances it would be unfair
to pass judgment upon Miss Walton, for she
failed to do justice to herself. Her diffidence and
confusion seriously interfered with her acting.
When she has recovered confidence, and essays

demands, we hope
to be able to award her that praise for which
she is striving.
“Maud’s Peril” will be repeated to-night and
some

part with less

severe

at the matinee to-morrow.
Dances —This evening the P. A C.’s will
a promenade concert at Lancaster Hall.
Cole will furnish the music and a good company is assured by the large sale of seats al-

give

ready.
To-morrow even’ng the Union Rowing Association will hold their first grand ball at LanThe committee is an efficient one
caster Hall.
and a very enjoyable time may be expected.
The music will be Cole’s best.
On Thanksgiving night there are to be two
balls. The Mechanic Blues give their annual
ball at City Hall, with music by Chandler.
The members of this company are doing their
The Emerald
utmost to make it a success.
Boat Club will give a hall at Lancaster Hall,
with music by Cole. A good time may be ex-

pected.
The Samaritan Association will give three
promenade concerts at City Hall for the benefit
of the poor. The first will be given January

8th._
Debut of Miss Lewis.—The debut of Miss
Ella C. Lewis of this city iu Boston, Saturday
evening, was a decided success. The Boston
Globe in speaking of the concert in which she
appeared says: “Miss Lewis contributed to
the evening’s programme “Sancta Maria,” by
Faure; a serenade by Raff, and Taubert’s song,
Fair.”
Although Miss
Lewis’ voice is not of great volume, it has
many characteristics more desirable for chamber concerts. It is pure in quality and of great

“My Darling

was

throughout its entire range, her high
notes being very pleasing, and she has a rare
degree of expression in her renderings, which
show careful study as well as true artistic conception Her interpretation of Tauberi’s song
was, perhaps, her most pleasing effort, and a
sweetness

repetition

of the

last

verse

was

sponse to the generous applause

given,

in re-

which follow-

ed it.”
Brilliant Wedding.—A very brilliant weddi g took place at the Preble House last evening. The contracting parties were Prof. Rich
and Mrs. D. Strout of
of Bates College
Auburn. The ceremony was performed in one
of the
parlors of the hotel at 8 o’clock,

private

Rev. Messrs. Field of Auburn and Tinkham
of Bangor officiating. A reception followed
the ceremony, after which a supper was served
in the dining hall to the entire party. Among
those present were Judge Peters of Bangor,
Mr. Clark of Danville Junction, Mr, George
A. Clark of this city, Mrs. A. M. Roberts of
a sister of the
bridegroom, and others
from this city, the party numbering in all
about twenty.

Bangor,

M. L. A. Lectukk.—The second entertainment of the M. L. A. Course will be on Wednesday evening, 29th inst., by Prof. Edward S.
Morse of Saiern, Mass., on ‘‘New Factors on
the Theory of Evolution.’" PI0f. Morse being
of Portland and well known to so maoy
of our citizens, also being a most talented and
able student and lecturer on scient'fic topics,
one of bis priocipal fortes being iu the apt and
graphic blackboard illustration of his subject,
cannot hut ensure a full house ou the evening

a

son

of the 29ih.
I*f rsonal.
Senator Blaine passed through this
terday ou his way to Boston,

city

yes-

The third entertainment in the

Mechanics'

Course, a lecture, was delivered last evening bj
A. F. Lewis, Esq., of Fryeburg. There was a
good house and the lecture proved

esting
a

one.

The theme

was

a very inter
“Mormonism frott

Yankee Standpoint.”
Mr. Lewis openel his lecture by

a

reference

to the fact that Americans who wish to see the

grand aud magnificent in nature, need no longer leave their own
country and cross the ocean.
While confessing to his owu longing to scale
the Alps and roam through the Black Forest,
to travel over vine clad France and
enjoy the

skies and scenery or Italy, be thought
every
American should first travel over his own
Couutry, and learn more thoroughly by actual
observation of the grandeur of its imperial domain and its vast and almost unlimited reThe speaker remarked that his
topic,
though somewhat delicate iu some of its aspects, he should endeavor to treat fairly,
plainly and candidly, regardless of old

sources.

preju-

dices either on his own part or that of his audience.
He showed a thorough acquaintance
with his subject, and while admitting the

faults,

weaknesses aud absurdities of the Morhe presented it in a more favorable light than it has usually been regarded by
those who have had to get their knowledge of
it second-hand.
mon

system,

Mr. Lewis spoke at length of the faith and
tenets of the Mormon Heirarcby. In some instances it coincides, while in other phases it
clashes with existiug theologies. With the
Mormons the
oph that f

expression has

hoir

ritlifrirtn

grown into a prov-

r»r»n mononu

mtinsn

nil

other religions leave off. They accept the Old
Testament entire, with the Book of Mormon
The New Testament they embelish with the revelations of Joseph Smith.
They have twined the orescent of Asia around
the cross of Christendom; they have mingled
Socrates and Moses with Matthew and Alahorntt; they have adopted Paine’s Age of Reason as a postscript
to Luther’s Wittemberg
Declaration; they have combined the teachings
of the Bible with the maxims of the Koran.
Their religion is a theological olla podrida, a
strange salad of bigotry and infidelity, difficult
to comprehend and still more difficult to combat.
The destinies of Utah have thus far been
shaped by a person whose motives may have
been misapprehended, but whose ability has
scarcely been overrated, for Brigham Young is
unquestionably one of the boldest, most sagacious and capable of living men. He is an organizer, a harmonizer, a magnetizer.
His
power, self-instituted and self-poised as it is, is
almost supreme with his followers. A hundred
and fifty thousand people are busy to-day realizing his idealizations, articulating his plans
aud giving earnest response to the spirit of his
projects aud purposes. To suppose him an imposter, a trickster, a veiled fiend of Khorussan,
practicing the juggler’s arts before the walls of
Heaven and laughing at the delusions of his
victims, is the greatett of misjudgments. It is
conceded among those who are divested of
prejudice that he is a conscientious, benevolent
man who pemaps mistakes
the reflections of
his own observaut, powerful brain for revelations from on high. It may be said that he has
engralted a feature of the effete and corrupt
civilization of a sin upon a nineteenth-century
community; that he has religionized sensuality
and organized grossness.
The speaker gave his experience and observation as a worshipper one Sabbath among “The
Saints” in the mammoth Mormon Tabernacle,
a huge structure
capable of seating thirteen
thousand people. Orson Pratt, their leading
man
in sermon and debate, was the speaker.
They are very polite and attentive to strangers,
giving them the highest seats in the synagogue
of “The Saints” in order that they may hear
and thoroughly understand the Mormon Gos-

supplemented.

pel.

They have a choir of fifty singers and a magnificent organ, built by a Mormon, the second
in size in America, costing §150,000. The obseivance of the Sabbath in Salt Lake was a
feature of the good order prevailing there, the
lecturer saying that he saw more of the calm
aud quiet repose of our New England Sabbath
than lie witnessed in any place beyond the

Alississippi.

The Mormons have connected themselves
with the Union Pacific Railroad with a road of
their owo, at Ogden, distance thirty-seven
miles from Salt Lake. Passing over this road
we go through the thriving farmiog towns of
Kaysville, Farmington, Gentrevilte and Bountiful. From the cars we get a good view of
Great Salt Lake, fifty miles wide by one hundred long, tho briniest sheet of water known on
the continent—so salt that no fish or animal
can live in it. and that three quarts of it will
boil down to one quart of flue pure salt. The
speaker gave a glowing description of the beautiful city. Its location, soil and general
sources spoke well for the wisdom and foresight
of Brigham Youog. The surrounding scener*
is bold and impressive. The lofty range of the
Walisatch forms the background, lifting its
rugged peaks far up among the clouds.
As a picture for the habitation of man, Salt
Lake is really a beautiful place. It is regularly
laid out into squares of ten acres each, and
these into lots of one acre and a quarter, only
further sun-divided in the business or moie
thickly populated streets. These are eight
rods wide, running east and west, north and
south. On either side of the streets, on pebbly
bottoms, flow sparkling, purling rivulets of
cool water from the mountain canyons, which,
mith

tlio qlmnrlanpn nf

r>nffnrt

twnrwl

shade trees aud gardens, contribute greatly to
the attractions of the plaee and give it an indescribable air of coolness, comfort and repose.
What in our eastern cities is a dry paved
gutter, is here the bed of a clear runuing
brook, which no impurity is suffered to pollute,
and from which all the water for household
purposes is obtained. As we stroll along the
street a young |woman trips down the front
door-steps and dipping her pitcher in the gutter, returns with it to the house, aud places it,
”ery likely, upon the dinner table; aud this
water is pure aDd clear as crystal, and nearly
as cool as when it left its icy bed iu the
neighboring mountains.
A new Temple is in course of construction
which is expected to rival even that of Solomon’s in glory and magnificence. Perhaps the
most wonderful reach of social and artificial
lifo in this far off city of the Itocky Mountains is the Salt Lake Theatre. The building
itself is a rare triumph ot art and enterprise.
It was bui'.t while yet the town wa3 almost a
thousand miles from steamboat or railway, at a
This is run iu the interest of
cost of $250,000.
the church, aud as they are at no exnense save
when “stars” are employed to take the leading
roles, undoubtedly Brigham makes a “good
thing” out of it. He is no ascetic; says the
young must have amusement. If pure and
healthy diversious are not furnished, they will
seek those that are vicious aud degrading.
How do the Mormon women like and bear
polygamy? is a question most people ask as to
the institution. The universal testimony of all
hut their husbands is, that it is a grievous
sorrow and burdeo; only cheerfully submitted
to aud embraced under a religious fanaticism
and self-abnegation rare to behold and possible
only to women. They are taught to believe
that through it tbey secure a higher aud more
glorious reward iu the |future life. But what
of the future of Mormouism? Looking at it
in the abstract, all good citizens say this scandal should be removed, that the laws should be
enforced and this moral nuisance abated. If
we approach the Mormon question on the concrete side, we perceive a number of things that
well may give us pause. What to us is an
absurd, immoral |aDacbrbuism, is to these
people a part of their religion. They insist
that any interference with it will he to set on
foot a religious persecution. Of course this
claim of theirs is illogical, but it is put forward
in perfect gocd faith, and it is not without a
certain force. Then, too, they remind us that
Utah, when they went there, was not under the
jurisdiction of the United States, and that they
removed there for the express purpose of
escaping from that jurisdiction; of making
themselves a home where they could practice
their religion iu peace. Settling iu a desert,
they have reclaimed it to civilization. By their
self-sacrifice, tail aud thrift they have made
Utah the richest and most prosperous of all
the territories.
We concede the logic of the
aggressive policy; we admit the Mormons are
provokingly “sassy” about their law-breaking;
we deplore the scandal as heartily as any friend
of good morals. But we cau’t help|thinking it
tbe better, wiser, cheaper, more statesmanlike
plan to let patience have her perfect work.
Tbe polygamous territory is already girdled by
a moral cordon.
It is no longer isolated;
tbauks to tbe Pacific railroad, the public
opinion ot Christendom has scaled its defences
and effected a lodgment. Every new lamily ot
Gentile immigrants, every fresh discovery of
ore, every milliner’s shop opened in Salt Lake
City, is an additional factor on the right side in
this problem
Persecute, or seein to persecute
the Mormons, and we shall play into the hands
of their spiritual misleaders.
Persecution, or
the semb'ance of it. is now the sole ■nhancH nf
these gentlemen for maintaining their hold
upon the rank and file. Officer the teriitory
with meu who are neither doughfaces nor
bigols, who will neither coddle nor persecute;
maintain a steady pressure, stopping short of
aggressive visleoce; then give the moral and
material forces, already operating, a fair show,
and we shall see polygamy.die a natural death.
Men and IUoncy.
The above was the theme of a very interesting lecture delivered at Plymouth church last
evening by Uev. Henry Carpenter of Fryeburg.
The lecturer was in his best humor and his
audience got a good idea of the relation of meu
The following brief sketch taken
to money.
from bis lecture gives but a faint idea of the
fine essay delivered:
»
My subject is unsuitable for one like myself, for preachers, as a rule, know very little
about money. Money used to he represented
by theologians as a source of unqualified evil.
It is rather an indirect creation of the Deity, a
source and sign ot civilized life, an instrument
without which commerce is impossible.
TheThe Soealist
ology is not its only assailant
that
denounced
has
larger accumulation of
mouey called capital, which is the well-head ol
supply for the streams of business. It was
capital that created the first railroad, sailed
the first steamboat, dug out the canal of Suez,
and won and then saves the world from war,
Money, moreover, gives bread to industry.
The rich by their expenditure keep alive the
operative classes. Luxuries give life to labor.
The instinct ot acquisition is implanted in man,
and money is a grand stimulus.as loug as it is a
means
to an end, not an end in itself. Too
often moralists propose certain virtues as nonot
for themselves, bat for the sake of get
ble,
tlog on, as they say, that is. getting money.

Among some of the dangers which tbreatei
modern society are first, the widening of thi
chasm between class and class, and a class-wa:
in any country is by far the worst. TheD, tin
erection of a false standard, ntilitarianiBmnot the.true, the beautiful, the right, but the
useful. There is also a tendency in all civiliza
tion, that where art-powers increases, man
power declines. In amnestic life, the entrance
of the same standard makes marriages between a dollar and a dollar, the only bond
known being money-bonds. As a counterpoise
to the growing power of the aristocracy oi
money, we must have the aristocracy of men.
Wordsworth andDickenshad done much to mitigate the despotism of money, and the distrust
between rich and poor.
Manhood is the only
thing which remains. All else perishes, but
the character, which nothing can take away,
is that alone which we carry into eternity, and
fear before our Creator.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LAMSON’S

CARBON
Something

last evening.

Photographic

Beautiful
i

PHOTOGRAPHS

&

Porcelain

Miniatures

FRANK

style of Photograph
°^.tlli8,liew
invited to call
and examine them.

244 MIDDLE

STREET, PORTLAND,
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Monday, not. 27th. at 10
o’clock A. M.
Tuesday morning. Not. 28th,
20,000 yards Domestic Cotton
Goods, slightly
damaged in transportation. Sold for the lieuedt of
whom it may concern.
P. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

ME.

SEVENTY MILLION DOLLARS
INSURANCE CAPITAL

dtt

_

PERISH !

from

that would have
puzzled me in High School days. Now it must
not be forgotten that children work half as
much out of school as in, and a week’s rest
after three months of such work will help
rather than retard their speed.
A Mother in Israel,

Investments,

d0.
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£or,?ign’ and
In
other
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POORDUCK, Nov. 34, 1876.

extra salesmen

be

more

POOBDUCK

We still contiune to advise all out friends to
buy their clothing of Geo. W. Rich & Cot
They oalj sell good goods at the very lowest

prices.

Store 175 Fore street, corner

In

medal and dip'oma to the
manufacturer of the Eureka Spool Silk for
“great uniformity and general excelleuce,” the
Centennial judges have coincided in the opinion of all who have used it.

nov25

one of the

Larg-

229 Middle Street.

expelling Bright’s Disease, Dropsy, Kidney,
Bladder and Glandular affectious from the system.
may2eodawlw
3-18-33-48

lllllBDEB \YI1.1. OUT.
few years ago “August Flower” was discovered
be a certain cure for Dyspepsia and Liver complaint, a lew tbin Dyspeptics made known to their
friends how easily and quickly they had been cured
by its use. The great merits of Greek’s August
Flower became heralded through the country by
one sufferer to another, until without advertising,
its sale has become immense. Druggists in EVERY
TOWN in the United States are selling it. No person suffering with Sour
Stomach, Sick Headache,
Costivenes3, palpitation of the Heart, indigestion
low spirits, etc., can take three dosos without relief
Go to your Druggist and get a bottle for 75 cent
and try it. Sample bottles 10 cents.
sep20
dlycom

OLE

BULL.

no25

400

or

Purifying

the

Corest Tar
or

Salve,

or

the

Salt

Toilet and Bath.

Tar Inhalers,
Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.

Forest
or

For Sale by all Druggists.

RUBBER COATS.
A

Wen’# Rubber Coals, all
each. Rubber Blanket*
cent*.
HALL.’*
RUBBER
* TORE, under
almonih Hotel. sept27dtl
new

lot of

perfect, for $1.50

A

adelphia.$2,363,400

REAL ESTATE.
Office of Company and eight dwellings..
LOANS.
Loans on Stocks as Collateral Security,
[market value $66,543 001.
Rc-JnsrUANi K Deposit Premium.
STOCKS.
$5,000 U. S. Bonds, 1881..
175,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds.
40.000 U. S. 10-40 Bonds.
10.000 Alabama State Bonds.
15.000 Mississippi State Warrants.
5.000 New Jersey Exempt 6’s.
50.000 Philadelphia City 6’s.
10.000 Pittsburg City 7’s.
6.000 Cincinnati City 6’s.
4.000 Cincinnati City 7-30’s.
6.000 Kochestsr City 7’s.
1.000 Camden (N. J.) City 6’i.
15.000 Penn’a R. R. 1st mortgage.
3.000 Reading R. R. 7’s of 1893.
5.000 Reading R. R. 6’s.
25.000 Harrisburg <Ss Lancaster R. R.
...

fit.

1st

91

135,000 00
45.698 IS
356 25

COAL.

.$433,446

ir,

We
in all sizes from 6 1-4 to 8.
will WARRANT every PAIR and
give a NEW PAIR in exchange
for every PAIR that BURSTS out.
Ladies should not tail to call and
look at telise goods before they purchase as there are some gloves in
this lot that have never sold less
than $1,25,

Randall

&

Congress Street,
PATENT

Perforated

Buckskin

Under Shirts
AND

—

Dr
$441.852 75

They

322,510 79
$3,308,824 86

—

a we rs.

are recommended by
first-class Physicians.

all

Charles Custis & Co.,

THOS. M. REGER, Sec’y.
ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres’t

Rates,

C. BAGLEY,

SMITH’S

AGENT! FOR PORTLAND,

Hollins, Loring & Adams,

493 CONGRESS STREET.

AGENTS,

OLE BULL!

—

BY

H.

noT27dlf

86

Total..

GOODS.

OPP. THE PREBLE.

ca»r.
Cash in Banks.$232,492 29
Cash in office. 16,597 36
Net premiums In course of
transmission. 73,421 14

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

HOLIDAY

482

mortgage.

Cost.
Market Value.

nice line of

EVERY THING FRESH.

9,500 West Jersey R. R. 7’s.
8.000 HestODville, Mantua and Fairmount R. R. 6’s.
10.000 American Steamship Bonds.
100 Shares Commercial National Bnk...
16
Continental Hotel Co. Pref...

EVENING, between Middle and Oxford Street, a pair ot GOLD BOWED EYE
GLASSES. The finder will confer a favor by leaving
them at this office.
nov28d3t«

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

75 ets. per

my5l»dly

—

McAllister,

No. 22

60 COMMERCIAL ST.
sep6distf

Exchange St.

11025dtt

ROOM

A VERY SUPERIOR LOT OF

PAPERS
AT

—

GENTLE MEN’S
Incorporated IS49.

Double Mole, haatl-Sewed, Newark Opera

(Goat Leg)

Charter Perpetual.

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.
Special inducements

SPRINGFIELD

—

in

prices and styles.

just received. Also

DO IT FORGET

PLACE!

a complete assortment of very
Vine Double aud Mingle Mole Congrean
and Dutton Boots, all hand-sewed and equal in
many respects to the best custom boots and at much

WINDOW

Boys* and Youths* Boots, Ladies’, Misses* and
Children’s Boots and Shoes in great variety. Rubber Boots and Arctics of all kinds at the lowest
line of

Nelson & Gould’s
503
Under
no28

Drapery Work

St>rine:field, Mass.

G-OWEIlIi’S,

UNDER

FALMOUTH

Army

&

Navy

CORNER FREE

dtf

PIANOS &ORGANS.
W. U. IVERS’

purity of tone, perfection ot action
beauty, are not surpassed. Tbe

for

or

SMITH AEMRICAN ORGANS,
endorsed by tbe highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Canh or luMtallmenis by

W. If. FURBIISH & SON,

different Routes
to the West, Boston,
New York, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on Maine
Central R. R., at re-

ASSETS.
hand and In Banks.$ 90,047
Cash in hands of Agents..
00,570
Loans on Mortgage ot Real Estate. 435,407
Loans secured by Government and R. R.
Bonds and Bank StockB.
99,247
Bank Stocks. 189,060
Railroad Stocks.
357,270
Railroad Bonds.
21,140
Charlestown City Water Bonds.
10,000
Real Estate. 100,000
Accrued Interest. 28,222
Cash

Rollins, Loring & Adams,
22 EXCHANGE

on

40
91
00
34
On
00
U0
00
00
59

$1,390,965 24
DWIGHT R. SMITH, President.
S. S. HALL, Sec’y.
A. J. WRIGHT, Treas.

STBEE'ft
»

Low

AND COTTON SIS,
dtf

Ladies’ Fine

Boots!

A full line of Lailies’ Hand-sewed
Kid of the finest quality, especially
der teet, at

Bools In French

adapted

to ten-

pSsblk'davII^' 1 LEAVITT S DAVIS
437 Congress St, Farrington Rlock.
jy‘_____dtr_
Xj. r.

martin,
Dress and Cloak

Lady’s

MAKING.
563 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,

novldim

THE NEW BOOK

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
VABBINGTVV BLOCK.
nov28

dtf

Sleighs, Sleighs!
Double and Single Sleighs for
sale very low for cash.
Inquire
0

BURGESS,

80 Commercial St.,
nov28

Capital $600,000.00.

duced prices.

General Agents for IHnine.

H. H.

January 1, 1870.

the

au

mh2l

STATEMENT.

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all

Hall.

of all kiu<l» at rer/
Priced.

GEO. ML BOSWOKTH,

HOTEL.
eodistf

---

Congress St.,

SHADES

—AND—

prices at_
no25

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

Corest Tar Soap,
Chapped Hands,
Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Room Papers and Borders,
Shades and Fixtures,

MORTGAGES.
On property valued at over $5,000,000,
being First Mortgages on unincumbered Real Estate in the city ot Phil-

Skates and Sleds.

—

Stereoscopes and Yiews, Blank

Albums,

Books, Stationery,

JANUARY 1st, 1876.

DOvai__dlw

Lowest Market

Bibles,

ON

FOR SALE AT

Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
lireath.

$3,308,824.86,

in Cash.

Exehmigc

line of

school and Miscellaneous

Statement of the Realized Assets
of the Copmany

SATURDAY

dered Backs,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Corest Tar Troches,
Sore Throat,
anil

One Thousand Active
Men and Women,

Lost.

Plain and Embroi-

eotllm

A full

STEAMER

Black Kid Gloves,

Cotton.

°ov2

realized; assets,

People’s Line.

2-BUTTON

J, Spool

WASTED

ARTISAN. Capt. Brooks, for East
port and Calais direct. Merchandize received
THIS (Tuesday) MORNING, 28th, early, Widgery’,
Wharf.
NATH’L BLAKEdlt*
nov28_

PAIRS

which,

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

STRENGTH

No. 482 Congress St.,

nt>28d2tv»4

AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,
Forest Tar, SQUARE
or

SUPERIOR

ADAMS,

CAPITAL $400,000.

C. DAY, JR., & CO

dtt

Corest
Tar Solution,
Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,

FOR

For aMonth’sWork.

A

A

to

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA

Open This Morning,

good assortment of MKATEk, Acme,
t'lnb, and others from 91.00 op wards.
Also Clipper and frame sleds, Wholesale and retail.

no24iltf

for

A.

PHILADELPHIA.

AMERICAN EMPLOYMENT CO.,
Portland, Maine,

dlw

Members of the medical profession prescribe
in their family practice DR, BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM, for

eodlm

For outfit and full particular!, addreBs

J. BURLEIGH & CO.

—

18

Perpetual. 1876.

OF

With SO cenu, which may be retained am
al proceeds af firs! day’s work.

a

Fob public speakers, singers and for Sore
Throat, “Forest Tar Troches’’ are the best.

1829. Charter

LOWEST PRICES EVER KNOWN.

Goods east ol New York,

eod2w

grauitng

TO

est and Best Assortment of

Exchange.

nov25

LOW &

kill ii

The Lowest Price Store in New

See auction column.

J. & P. GOATS

OF

Magnificent Premium of $1,000

England, and

TO

Uni,I

No. 22 Exchange St.

in consequence of many failures we were able to buy
these goods at much below the cost of production, and shall
offer them at the

BURLEIGH’S,

20,000 yds. of damaged domestio cottons will
be sold by F. O. Bailey & Co. at 35 and 37 Exchange street, commencing at 10 a.m. to-day;
also a large assortment of fancy goods, glass

street, just

ROLLINS,

Owing to stagnation in trade and

To employ all tlieir leisure time in a light and
lucrative business, which will pay at the rate of
$100 per month; and to the person doing the best
month’s work, we will pay the

A call at this store will show that they
ness.
are ready for the crash as their prices have
been put way down.

above Preble House.

Defy Compel itlon,
GO

AWARD

net surplus.
914,993,166
B. LOCKWOOD, Secretary.
January 1,1876.

We have just arrived from New
York, and have laid in the
finest stock ol goods esfor
pecially
adapted

i

damaged.

One case of Ladies’ Merino Under Vests 35
cents each, worth 50, at Kimball’s, 495 Congress

Company.

that they want of any description and at

COUNTY.

O. D. B. Fisk & Co. in another column anperfect panic in the clothing busi-

SCARBORO

CLOTHING
THEN

JUDGES

871

M1RH.ITIKS

day of j

no28

that

iltf

Ever shown in Portland.

is

Prices

237 Middle St.. Sign or the Gold Hat

110725

HOLIDAY OFFERINGS

keep them.

AND

300,494
10,967
408.126
31,075

hand.

Net amount ot unpaid losses.9 352,150
Reinsurance fund and all other liabilities I Q
on
except capital under life insurance dep’t)
Cash dividends to stockholders remaining
unpaid.
7,113
Unpaid annuities 92783; unpaid income
tax 9307; clerk’s
fund 912,171...
15.264
savings
Total amounts of all liabilities, except
capital stock and netsurplus. 9,602,138
Joint stock capital actually paid upin cash
2,241,375
SurpluB beyond capital. 3,149,933
Aggregate amount of all liabilitiesIncluding paid up capital and

scoffer

ano

Capt.

nounce a

foot, hut it

MERRY, The Hatter,

Total Assets Gold.514,993,466

JpXSjviBfJH

leed.

rather

doubts tbe iitgeniousness of tbe
abore they have only to call for the origical, but if it

The work of construction oujthe Bangor and
Railroad will be completed iu a few

Wilbert Small of East Machias, while
in command of the schooner Juliet,died of yellow fever about Nov. 1st, while on the passage
from Port Au Prince to New York. He leaves
a wife and six children.
The lower schoolhouse in village district of
East Machias took tire Tuesday and came near
being destroyed. The furniture was badly

can

Respectfully yonrs,

Piscataquis
days.

ware, etc., etc.

you

nimble ot

costs more to

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

as

and sleek

than the lean and hungry. The
latter might sell more poles and

If

The European & North American Railway
Co. are patting the vacuum air brake on their
On Sunday the workmen
passenger trains.
put the brake on one train, which went out
yesterday morning, and as soon as may be all
the trains will be thus equipped, which will
make a saving of one brakeman to a traio, to

tfSSTlRST

mnnv

as

on

Bills Receivable.
Policy Stamps.

{ornrnenciwf8

sturdy house of cash upon the

Bank and

robes

710,403
58,000

ances...

Cash in

Tour count is pretty near right.
We had anticipated that the Ex-

Poles would produce Tremendous
Results and might even shake the

1*843,687
404,338
732,843
1,477,618
255,659

Outstanding Interest.

V '+KltA'TX&9"

MR. HAVES.

Railway
debentures.
Reversions.

Government Life Annuities (780.5s. per
annum).
Real Estate.
Outstanding Premiums and Agents’ Bal-

GOODS

STATE NEWS

Mr. S. A. Cummings of Augusta died a few
days since of sunstroke received several years
ago.
The reservoir for supplying water to the
buildings at the Insane Hospital is nearly completed, and the iron pipes laid for conveying
the water.
The reservoir is on a high hill to
the east of the Hospital some 80 rods distant,
and of sufficient capacity to famish abundaut
supply for barn, stable and Hospital buildings
proper. The iatter are to be piped for it in such
a manner
that in case of fire the attendants
can play upon it from the stairways without
endangering themselves.

168,565

viz:—

Government Securities, viz.: I
£110,000 3 per cent stocks, valued at ]
In Indian and Colonial, do.

buffalo'

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

Corporation’s Life Policies..

In British

Clothes Pole

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

LADIES’ FURS,

Gold.

Kingdom.5 9,290,798
Loans on the

Select the fat

KINDS.

ALL

ia Cirrat Variety.

ASSETS.
property within the United

Mortgages on

;

traordinary Reduction which had

sums

OF

—

Of all descriptions and various values. Prices aL
ways down to hard pan and tho goods equal to any
in the market.

Established by Royal Charter 1720

F.mnlov

WITH

CHILDREN'S FURS,

CORPORATION,

clam anestinn.

Holland’*

Furs, Furs, Furs!

Proud Bird !

been made in the price oi SecondHand and
Second-rate Clothes

boy brings mo

Cattle,Carriage*,etc., at Ling &

SILVER ST„ PORTLAND, MB.
Regular Sales every Wednesday, at 1J P. M.
Horses and Cattle received 3 days lietore the Sale.
HARFORD *V DOW, Auctioneer*.
dly
novlT_

PURS

London Assurance

the

because the word is pronounced “Shomqum."
[[ trust the intellectual teeth of the intelligent

year old

for Horses,

—

at three o’clock on Monday morning, “To-day’s
Monday, to-morrow’s Tuesday and next day’s
Wednesday, and not a hit of washing doDe
yet,” in spite of which, unterrified women still
venture to’occasionally use a pin, and I venture
to remark that we have had three months of
steady schooling, which meau3 revising arithmetic lessons evening and morning, hearing
several spelling lessons at nooD, “one dowD,
another come on,” and stray geography lessons
thrown in, when their poor little heads get
bewildered over the “Shawangunk Mountains’’

system of the committee, but I am not afraid
of losing the precious time of the children; I
only fear that the hoops may burst, for my ten-

d2t

Just Returned from Market

STATEMENT OF THE

Strictly Confidential

Commencing

REPRESENTED.

of the diligent matron

and a short respite at
this season, when we are bnsied with Thanksgiving preparations, would be a welcome
relief.
While I look with admiration at the progress
made since my own school days, at the thoroughness of the drill and the excellence of the
methods, I appreciate the labors and intelligent

Exchange St.

OVER

cordially
1

are

loo bolt ana bweet
TO

Fire and Marine

No. 22

LEMAN,

be seen at Latuson’s well-known gallery, and all

can

Cutlery and Silrer Ware, Hosiery, Shirts
and Drawers, Table Linen and
Damask, Towels, Ac., &c., &c.,
AT AUCTION.

AUCTIONEERS,
Forest City Sale Stable

Vacation.

good.]

ALLEN.

Furniture and Ueneral Merch&L*
awe every ^le
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. n>.
Coiwigmnenta foliated.
oc3dt

ADAMS,

so

are

c. W.

°*

HARFORD & DOW,

Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent “Civis”
dees injustice to the innocent lambs who drink

compositor

.‘17 Bicliaugt* Ml.

and

BAILEY.

nov27

Hie finest Photo Color and Crayon Artist ever in the State ot Maine*
as all can testify who possess or have seen his
work, still finishes tor
Mr. Lamson.

pils.
Voted, That both sides of Maple street be included in Primary District No. 5.
The petitions for vacation
Thanksgiving
week were laid on the table.

announcement

Nalftrotui :l,1

LORING

Art!

THAT ABE WARRANTED NOT TO FADE OB CHANGE !
11 is well known that these most lovely productions of our art have almost
ceased to be offered to the public by the leading artists in all the
great cities on
.,he uncertainty with regard to tneir durability. By the CARBON
PROCESS this objection is ENTIRELY OVERCOME. If desired these Carbon pictures can be most artistically colored and finished in every style.

AIK.

from tbe school.
It shall be the duty of the principal, whenever aDy pupil shall have received ten demerit
marks, to report the fact to the parents or
guardian of such pupil and call attention to
this rule of the board.
voted, dhat the openmg exercises in all the
schools shall consist of the reading of a portion
of the scriptures by the teacher and the repeating of the Lord's Prayer in concert by the pu-

thrilling

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
F‘ o

Can now be obtained in PURE CARBON, INDIA INK or PERMANENT COLORED pigments, which for softness, brilliancy and beauty
of tone far excell anything that has yet been obtained
by the Agency
of Photography. This new process is
especially adapted to White
Draperies and the

regular monthly

far below him; the teachers have too wholesome a dread of power to utter a bleat of vindication. It is from the parents that this request
comes, and they, too, wish a vacation. This
cumulative calculation of the number of days’
vacation is impressive, like the computation of
the millions of pins that women use, or the

F. O. BAILEY * GO.,

ABSOLUTELY

Chadwick, Frank, Shailer, Hill, Libby and
Burgess were present.
The usual monthly reports were heard from
the members present.
llesolved, That all pupils who wilfully deface
or injure
any school furniture or buildings
shall be liable to expulsion from the school.
Ordered, That the following system of de'
merit marks be adopted for use in the High
School: Kach teacher shall note in a book, to
be kept for the purpose, any misconduct on the
part of a pupil during school hours, specifying
fully the character of the offence, and the time
anu place of its
occurrence, and after consultation with the teacher, the principal shall determine the Dumber of demerit marks to be given
for such offence, of which a record shall be
kept, and notify the pupil of the same.
When the number of demerit marks against
a pupil iu one term shall amount to
ten, he
shall be deemed to be on probation; when the
number of such marks during a single term
shall amount to twenty, he shall be suspended

Tkaikagiring

New in the

AUCTION SALK

ROLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHS !

PERMANENT

School Committee was held
The Mayor, Messrs. Fobes,

of the

INSURANCE.

Portland.
d3w

*

SALUTATION.
BY

”

EMERSON,
FOR HINGING HCHOOLH & CIIOIRH,
contains the most choice collection of any book
published. Price $V<1.00 per doz. For sale by

O. K.
novl4

L. 0.

79
94
00

$175,783

73

Surplus

HAWES,

177 Middle 8t., Portland,

liabilities.
Unpaid Losses..... .$ 52,698
Reinsurance. 413,999
Ail other Claims.
9,085

as

dim

Rollins, Loring

&

128

JOHN

Exchange St.

KINSMAN.
d3m

PLAIN SEWING

Adams,
Na.

AGENTS,

Fixtures!

»ep6_

$915,181.51.

Prices Reduced I
We have succeeded in obtaining a reduction in the
prices of Newark Bools of 75 cents and
$1.90 per pair, auu at the same time an improvement in the manufacture, so that we are now
selling better Boots for less money than formerly.
0C31<ltt
M. G. PALMER

Regards Pulley Itulders,

Gas

mnd

done nt
14 Brick Block, corner
Vlndi.on Hirer).

Gr.rDl.of
lur’mllm*

For Rent.

I

No. 22
nil

Exchange St. THE
Itd3w
anC-’isdti

new, elegant and convenient Cottage,
all the modern improvement*. Apply at
NO.* 70 BRACK ETT

with

STREET,

THE

and let it boil three or four hours. Bo sure
the cover fits tight, or your pudding will he
water-soaked. Serve witu wiue sauce.

PEESS.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
November

Much of the needful work to be done in
this last month of autumn, consists in making preparation for winter. Each season has
its appropriate work and some of it may be
delayed without loss—but not so in this

month—whatever remainsio
quickly, or it will not

be done

be

done,

Wanted.

must
a

man

('onctimaifs Situation Wanted,
WOULD like to procure a situation for my
coachman. He has been with me nearly two
years and I have found him to he a reliable and
trustworthy man. He takes good care ot horses,
carriages and harnesses, and is a careful driver.
Will auy one desiring a eoachman apply to
JAS. HOPKINS SMITH,
no21dtf31 j Exchange Street.

I

'HOUSE WANTED.
In a central and desirable location,
either lor one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lease if desired. Address HOUSE, |
28 Exchange Street.
no 1.1dtf

7

—

AND

—

to learn Telegraph Operating for positions in
Telegraph Offices and Railroad Stations; good positions soon as qualified; best of references given if
required Call or address with stamp,

Congress,

3961

TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE,
162 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

or

nov9

dtf

House Wanted.
family without children
tliu nmofuin T.urf nf thn nitir

A small

Lit!:;

unit

in

desire

a
14nilcu

JBUlLmust

contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
and good water. Reference given. Address L.,

Sis

ox

1557.

Lost.
SEAL FUK GLOVE, in the cars between
Lewiston and North Berwick, or in the City of
Portland. A suitable reward for returning it t o
no23dlvv
THIS OFFICE.

A

BOARD.

boarders
TWO
29f

find excellent accommodation at
novlldlt
up stairs.

can

Congress street,

TO LET
To Let.
a desirable location, one or two unfurnished
front rooms with board, in a private family.
Address “W.” Press Office.
no24dlw“

IN

tenement of

upstairs
AN bago,
closet, &c., all
two minutes walk from

rooms; gas, sein perfect order,
rent
$225. Apply
City Hall;
to II. T. LIBBY, No. 3 Portland Pier.no24tf
seven

water

House to Let.
\ T Woodford’s Corner, consisting of seven rooms*
./jL
JOH*\ H. READ.
Enquire of
dlw*

no24

A

Rents.
HOUSE, up town,of ten rooms, for two families.
A brick house, down town, ten rooms, Sebago

and gas.
A nice rent of ten rooms, up town, Sebago, gas,
furnace and water closets. Rent low.
Five rooms on the Westerly corner of Cumberland
and Parris Street. Sebago water.
Five rooms on Waterville Street, near Monument
Street. $150; in good order.
A good rent on State Street; nine
rooms, Sebago
and gas; $22.00 per month.
A nice rent on Spruce Street; seven rooms, Sebago
and gas; $200.

Also

stable centrally located.
WM. H. JERRIS,
nov23dlw*Real Estate Agent.

nace,
seen between 10 A. M. and 4

HIGH STREET.

TO

P. M.

Apply at NO.
no23dlw*

nov20

I

on

f

|

STEPHEN MARSH,
WM. H. SARGENT,

Laying

J

dtd

Rent

to

II. E. THVIM>SON,
No. 32! Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome,
novlldi&wtctf

NICE Rent on
and Sebago,

Situated in the very Center of the

To Tel.
AYilmot Street; has furnace, gas
Apply to

JwWjV
hfJJJdtamily

New High street,

TE"RM S
OUUD

Ul

iUUUJi',

JUUUUUI^

UliU

piUiUl

Proprietors, formerly of the FrankHouse, Bangor, having leased this commodious Hotel for a term of years, are
uow prepared to entertain their old friends,
and the travelling public generally.
The Hotel is plsasantly situated ou the
COB. OF FISE AND PABK STS.;
The

(lin

Corner Middle and India Street,
Portland.

overlooking

nov4dtfpo21eodtt

To be Tel.
Merchants* National

venient to the principal places of business in the
City. It has all the modern conveniences of Steam,
Bath Rooms, Sample Rooms and Billiard Hall; also
a first-class Livery Stable.
Carriages always in waiting to take guests to and

from the trains.
ROYAL QUIN 11Y, \
EBEN
nov25

IVKl'D,

rglHE

In

ST.

To L.eL
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Danlorth Street, recently occupied by Watson

THE

Newhall, with

or

without the furniture.

given immediately.
septlo

JOS.

watej

Sail Lahe

nd British Provinces.
Othce No. 6 Tremont

>
This furnace is without exaggeration, the most
powerful heating turnace ever n. ade. It has the best

House

contains 40rooms and two

is

ind

Railway,

nearer

than any other Hotel to the

vicinity,

point of

ar-

its

rival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
luburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland. Me.
Ju24deodtf

unequalled

Warranted

AND-

S. HAWK &
nol6

To Tet.

UNEQUALED.
Please call and examine it before pur-

RAY-

n,

Htreet.

■

MORNING.

FIRST

PREMIUM

Now is

3EOBUE A. wni'l'NEV, No. 30 Exchange Ht. Cpholatering of all kinds
done to order.

ORDER

Real Estate Agents,
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

IOI1N

Stair Builders.

ia

250
F. I.IBB V,
Street, cor.
Cross Ht.. in Delano’s Mill.
< 3. L, HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple
Streets.
3.

its

A.

J. A. MERRILL.

varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

SAMUEL

“THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
r. A. MERRILL A CO., 130 Middle

St

KEITH.

3 Free Street Block, Portland,

Over Coats &

—

MUSICAL

AND

—

INSTRUMENTS

!

CALL AND SEE AT

9 MarkctJ Square, Opposite U. S. Hotel,
jvl5
eodlv

COLLINS & BUXTON

&od, Job
No.

$3,000.

to

capital
Sole Agents for Portland and vLini’y ior Geo. Wood

mercantile
required; any
in fact, anything that will stand
turn a hand at any kind of work, and
known in this city. Address

Congress street, Porland, IHe.
julSeodly

POSTERN and HAINO-BI1.I.S primed
at tbia Office.

business;

investigation;

nov27oodlw

am

can

well

Notice.
Is to

notify
persons against
THIS
wife, Mrs. Margrett Woodman,
I shall
bills of her
all

Oak

trusting

ray
ray account,
contracting after this
on

as

date.

pay

no

HIBAM W. WOODMAN.
uov23dtw*
Gorham, Nov. 21, 1870.

M.LCNT.Supt.

apl

_“BUSINESS,” City.

& Co.’s PARLOR ORGANS.

at

1.20 p, m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
1,45 A. M. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
* 1.50 **. M. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
1 ,ocal Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at G.40 a. in.
J.

a

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
article lor family nso, picnic parlies, and

executed

Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorliam, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at

37 pi um Street

invest the above amount with any reliable
I WILL
party; manufacturing business whore increased
is
kind of

very nice

neatlf

BERRY,
and danl ffi’anleh,

$1,000

dell_

STEAMSHIP LINES.

each

:

dtt

Ship Timber

for Sale.

Now landing from Schooner Koret and for sale by
CUBTIS * DAVIS,
ocGdtf
453 Commercial Stmt,

POSS

■iaPH__dtf

Excursion Tickets

now.aaawj

■ in

of

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Portland, Nov. 20, 1870.
Railroad Wharf.

___atf

_HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing tlio leading Hotel? In the State, at which,
Daily l’ui'.as mav always be found.

the

ACBURN
Eltu

n.nw, Court.
Proprietors.

Ht. IV. K. A A.

Youug

AUGUSTA.

Augusta House, Stalest. Harrison Bui»,
er, Proprietor.
BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer,

Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D.Parkerdk

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri
A

House, Tremout St.-Chup>»,
Co. Proprietors.

CALAIS.
W.

International

Hotel,

Proprietor.

I).

Simpson,

CORNISH.
Coruish House,HI. B, l>urls, Proprietor*
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Ilnll, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. IV. Clark. Proprietor.
DEXTER,
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
IV. G. Morrill, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.

City Hotel.—N.

H.

Higgins Ac Sons, Props

HIRAM.
Ml. Cutler House,—niruui Bastuu, Pro

prietor.

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.-E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
Atlantic Houmi, Geo. A* Hopkins, Pro*
prietor.

WELL THAT IS CUTE

!

w. I). LITTLE &

FOR

Madame M. has had large experience in tellout lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, Ac., and wub never known to he at lault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con
noting ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ol friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents 81.00, Ladies 50lceuts. Office hours

ing lortunes, searching

rom

9 A. M. to 9 P.

M._

no9dtt

Daily Presn

furnished if
se21dis2wtostf

THEJSLANDS.
and 5.30 p.

m.,

m.

Montreal Ocean

Job

Printing

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of
«

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.
\

OFF ICE

London-

to

Reium Ticbeiii granted at
The Steamship

reduced rates.

PERUVIAN, Capt. Smith,
will

sail from this port for Liverpool

on

Saturday, Dccfmber *id,
immediately after the arrival of the train of the
previous day ironi Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
according t > accommodations,) #50, #70 and

$#0.

Posters, Ilni/d Kills,

Kill Heads

#40.

Intermediate passage

Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
II.
A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage inward and outward, and lor
on
drafts
for small amounts,
England
light
apply to
'’AmESL FARMER, Ko. 3 India St.
Portland, Nov. 24, 1876.
nov22dtf

all
*

BO

General Agency
—

SToIT
—

220 Federal St. Portland.

Curds, Tugs,

AND

Philadelphia

sep28dGm

Steamship

IS

Vaults Cleaned ami Ashes Itemoved.
ORDERS promptly attcmlol to b7 calling at
or addressing
K. GIBSON,
688 Congress Street
Janldtt

can

located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Dejiot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a cull

ALLAN UNIT

Makes the best and healthiest
BREAD.
This yeast is made
from Pure €>raivi. Factory at

ALL

TICKET*

Fnr«- lor ..I Trip, !i,5 cent.. Package
oflne round trip tickets, SI.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Uollins, Luring & Adams. No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
oc3'ltf
CAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.

COMPRESSED yeast

MAKY G. ADAMS. Adin’x.

X. SI, MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.

now

CO., Portland

Returning, leave Scott’s Lauding at G.40,9.00 and
a.
2 40

11.40

& Co.’s

Portland, Oct. 17, 1870.nol4dla\v3wT»

CLAIRVOYANT.

»
_ft 'v"i leave tlie West Side of Custom
sIIou?e Wharf, every week day, for
6.15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and

_

NOTICE

Proprietors.

Scott’s Landing at
5.00 p. m.

auction, anil whereas said period of one year Las expi; cd anil the conditions of said deed have been bioken, wc do hereby claim a foreclosuie of the same
by reason of the breach of its conditions, and in order to carry out tbo purposes and trusts thereof, we
do hereby give notice that said parcel of land and the
buildings Ihereon, will be sold, subject to the Mortgage to said Duncan, at public auction, on the premises. on Tuesday the second day of January A. D.
1877, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
lu witness whereof and by virtue of the
authority
conferred by said deed, we have hereunto set our
bands and give this notice, this tweuty-tirst dav of
November A. D. 1876
EBEN N. PERRY,
)
ELIAS THOMAS,
(Trustees.
ARDON W. COOMBS. 1
m23
dtd

HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscri
her has been duly appointed and taken upon
herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate ot
CHARLES H. ADAMS, late of Portland,
in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as tho law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

Proprietors.

THE STEAMER TOURIST

low, and being the premises conveyed to said O’Mailey by Hugh Doian. by his deed, dated Oct. 23, A.
D 1874, and recorded in Cumberland
Registry of
Deeds, Book 412, Page 48G, which said conveyance
by said O’Malley to us was made subject to a Mortgage to Mary W. Dtiucan, on which was then due
the sum of live thousand dollars, and about six
months interest upon the same, and whereas, by
said conveyance, said O’Malley did authorize us alter the expiration of one year trom the date
thereof,
and in'order to carry out the purposes and trusts imposed by said deed, to sell said premises at public

TRADJi. mark.

Perry,

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. 8. Hotel* Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. Timothy W'olcolt, Proprietor.
Commercial (Ioum-L. O. Sanborn A Co.

STREET.

wanted.

on the twenty-seventh day of October A. D,
1875, by
bis Mortgage Deed of Trus% of that date,
conveyed
to the undersigned a certain parcel of land with tbe
Brick Block aud "Wooden Buildings on tbe same, situated on the Northwesterly side of Fore street, and
Southwesterly side of Union street in said Portland,
and bounded Southeasterly by Fore street and land
of Edward Harlow, Southwesterly by laud
formerly
of Elizabeth W. Kinsman, Northwesterly by land
formerly of Smardon, Scamman & Company, and

AT

EXCHANGE

ACCIDENT

Patrick O’Malley, of Portland, iu
WHEREAS
tbe County of Cumberland and State of
Maine,

—

G.

U*W Hotel, C^or. Congress and Green St.
J. K• Nlartin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo..

DO*. NTONIN4JTON iiu<l FAI.I. RIVER
nl.o lo oil poiuin WENT nnd
nud
CALIFORNIA, R.iil or
MlHnnirri, lor anle al ibe LOWEST REDUCE O KATE* by

Notice of Foreclosure ami Sate*

by

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 1 IT Federal St. J.
Proprietor.

SOUTH

31

For sale

fortland.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

I.INEM,

I Ok FANCY CARDS ft styles with name 10
cts. Post paid. J. B. Husted, Nassau, Rees.
Co., N. Y.
no25d4wf

Blissvilie, L. 1.
retail groceo.

etor.

PHILADELPHIA AND RETURN!

[

Flcischmaim

PHILLIPS.
Harden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

hr nil the popular routea, via ROCHESTER anil WOKCEw'l EK, NEW I,ON-

I

,

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

—TO—

The new Baby Soap, made by RobinNou
Bros. Sc Co., Boston.
no2Jd4wt

trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a. in.,
and 8.50 p. m.
'.30 A. 111. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
1.35 A. HI. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at

STEPHEN

< n

JOB PR1NTINO
bis Office.

follow.i

inquire

etor.

FOUR STEAMER* PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Hoods Received at Depot*
-'Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES’* to Baltimore.
Norfolk, Richmond, Charleston, Ncwberne and Washington.
D. D. Gt MINK, Rcneral Eastern Agent,
Devonshire Street, Boston.

RTCXTIRNIN <3-.

nov21_____d2w

JO'i Comme rcial Streef, Portland, Mf.
dtl
ju22

OFFICE,

Address all orders to

For particulars inquire ot
C. A. TRO WANT,
Waldoboro, Me.,
< »r
LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO.,
Portland.

Wm. snarp,

Reefers,

LOAN

run n.

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.t
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stop, at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs
through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p.
in.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p, ni., Fitchburg
1.2*1 P* m., and at YVorcesler at 2.10 p. iu.,
connecting with trains South and West.
hiO 1*. 11. t4feninboal Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Epping
for JManchc.ter and Concord, at Nu.liin*
tor Lowell and Boston, at Aver .4unction for Filcfabnrtc and Iloo.ac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Uirer
at 6.00 a. in.
1 Itnte Room, can he secured in advance at
Barite. Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
1.00 »' m. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
I 1.30 f*. M. Train runs to Gorham.

A 13 HAM S’

ioon.

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

Train, will

About 250 on band, and for sale at less
than half price to pay advances,

dly

sepl6

FOR SALE.

;

On and after Monday, April, 3, 1870,

IJJIItEDEEJlIED

PEINCIPAL

7-8’s ot tlic first class Sell, S. I..
Poster, of Bremen, Maine; said
vessel about 85 tons O. M.; nine
well found in sails,
rears old;
cables, anchors, fishing gear, Ac,
Por sale very low if applied for

HOLIDAYS !

CABINET DESK

Fore

TURNER,

Portland & Rochester R. IL

the time to

FOR

H. N.

m

Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4. 1876.
mv4dtf

344 Middle St.
jan8_dtf

Plumbers.
MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

No.

1876.

PHOTOGRAPHS !

PORTRAIT

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

!

FOR

ARTISTIC

ponitc the Park,

IAMES

We take pleasure in referring you to all tlie Fish
»ud Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants. Whole
inle Milliners anil any others of Portland, who
tre now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yora is Pier 40, North
River,
Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further information, anniv to
o. ivi. IaUJYJL', supt. Portland, or

Laamson

Carpenters and Builders.

5.00 p. tn.,
m. NEXT

Portland at £.30 p. in.,
arrive, in New York ti.OO a. m. NEXT

An ornamental Parlor Desk
IS THE WOOTOS

New Vork at
Portland 1.13 p.

Returning, will leave Bangor Wedumdny
morning Nov.
The Steamer LEWISTON leaves Portland everv
Tliumtlav evening. for Mac bias port, and will
touch at Camden, Belfast, Searsport, ami Buckspoit until further notice
For further particu'ars,

Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Pxoprt-

make Hens Lay, made from Fresh
Something
Meat and Bones, dried and ground to a Sweet
Meal. Keeps well. Highly nutritious. Fowls eat
it'with relish. Trial hags 50cents and Si; 100 lh.
hag $2 50. Address W. II. Boirker A Co.. 43
Chatham Street,
uo2W4wt
Boston,_

Written by his tatber. A complete account of
this most mysterious Abduction and Eicniii^
Search. With Fac-Simile Letters and Illustrations.
Outsells nil other Books
One agent took 30
orders in one day. Terms liberal. Address,
John E. Totter & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.
no22
dlwt

QnicI Despatch.

Freight leaving

1BEADTIFIL LIBRARY DESK,

Book Binders.
dm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ht.
i iltlAJLL & SHACKFOKD, No. 35 Plum

rive, it,

far as
sea si in.

SKOWHEGAN.

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

mi

—

Repringjery
Freight leaving

DIRECTORY?

Booksellers aud Stationers.
HOYT fit FOGG, No. 81 Middle Street.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodatione tor passengers,
making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
Bummer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
tgT’Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX,'.eneral Agent,Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’c, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

to

Portland & Worcester Line

Freight

YORK.

LAlY.

HENS

We would respectfully call the attention oi
Merchants and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

205 Middle Street.

CO.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

uovlO__d4wt

fjHARLEY

fob

REASON.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Kilby, will leave Railroad
Wharf,
.Honda? vveaiiijr,
Nov.
71h, tor Bangor, or as
the ice will permit (being her last trip tor this

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Preptictot.

and steady work for one or
two enterprising men or
countv.
PABTU'III.AK,
IBEE.
MENU
83. for OllTEIT,
WORTH 820. Address. ,1. LATHAM & CO.,
419 Washington Street. Boston, Mass. nov21d4wt

—

NOTICE.

EAST THIS* OF THE

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Dailey A Co. P
prietor*.

V
rjAHh X
pi
LX X

eodly

SPECIA I.

STEAMBOAT

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. Wing,

l

PATTTIflM

CIl/VU
in

BRrCK

BUSINESS

AM,

of IOO years to coin money fast.
Get tbe
only reliable history.
HUBBARD BROS-,Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
Be no1 deceived by premature
UilUilUil books, assuming to be “official” and
telling what will happen in Aug. and Sepf.

Skowliegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

board.

NORK1DGSUOCH.
Daniorth House, D. Dnnforth. Prop !*<*»

DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED.
A graphic pen-picture of its history, grand
buildings, wonderful exhibits, enrioMitien,
great days, etc.
profusely illustrated,
thoroughly popular and very • heap. Is selling
5.000 AGENTS WAX • ED.
immensely.
Send for all particulars. This will be the chance

women

ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
nolG

NEW

TO

READY FOR AREN18-THE

a. m., $7.00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick $7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. in,, 5.C5 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The $12.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. <& N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oct. 9, 1876.
au3ldtf

C0e, Proprietors.
eodGt

Agt*

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Greoi Bankrupt Sale of Jewelry.
On receipt ot 50 cents we will send by mail, postpaid. all of the following nieces ot iewelrv. viz: 1
pair Gold Plated Engraved Sleeve Buttons, one set
Gold Front Shirt Studs, 1 Collar Stud, 1 Weddiug
King, 1 Roll Plate Watch Chain and 1 Gent’s Rose
Coral Scarf Piu.
We offer this great bargain
merely to draw attention to our business, as we have
all kinds of watches and jewelry at low prices. Send
for Catalogue.
toi.ts & CO,, 735 Broad way, IV. Y. CUy.
nov7
d4wt

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at t!2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.

Wholesale Dealers In and Grinders of
Coffee, Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac.,
!ESO FORE STREET, Corner of Cross,
Portland, Maine.

on

_

MORRISON & WIIITTEN,

in

Gen’l

STEAMSHIP

Tablets,

ATTENTION

MOWDAi, OCT. 9, fi§76*

MILLS

Jr..

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

MAINE.

eodGm

COVER,

C. N. CRITTENTON, 7 Sixth Avexte, New York.
noy7
d4wt

Central
Nutter Bros. & Co., Maine
29 MARKET SQUARE,
RAILROAD.
PORTLAND,

J. B.

MAINE

remedy for CO IKS II *. and all diseases o
THROAT.
1.UNGS, CUfcSr nu.I
MUCUS MEMBRANE.
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

chasing.

HOUSE, Nov 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasaut and every way desirable.
BYRON D. VERRILL,

sept&ltf

dec27-75

AGENTS WANTED for the STORV of

particular.

every

description

the

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Weals and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtf
GEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

DURABILITY

CAPTAIN,

a sure

Leave Boston at 7..IO, tl'i.Stl aiul at S.OO
p. in., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A IV, A. Railway lor St. John
aud Halifax. Pullmau Sleeping Car attached

Perfectly Gas Tight.

ECONOMY

$1.00.

No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.

USE

material

reputation

FARE

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
petise and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,

Prov-

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Mondays.)
JREXTJRJSTILVIG-,

Grate and Silter ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are made of heavy plated Iron and riveted in
the most thorough maimer.

redaction the proprietors pledge
themselves to folly maintain

Stores;
situated opposite the passenger station of the
THE
and in the immediate
lirand Trunk

FRANKLIU WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P, M., and INDIA
WHARF, RONTON, daily at 5 P. OT.
(Sundays excepted).

1BIERT18ING AGENTS

THE NEW

this

Leaving

furnished gratis for Advertising in al

every

Keturn-

etor.

AOENE*

Wells’ Carbolic

to

Tremont

FOREST Cl TV AND JOHN KKOOK§
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Fark Row, New Yerk

Dealers i»i Printing Materials of
Jype, Presses, etc.

m.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Estimates

p

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Rooms, W. R. Eieid,
Proprietor.

S. i?i. PETTENGILL * CO.’S
AUVERTIlKlNvi

Saturday at 3

P. A K. Diniug

Printers’ Materials. Advertisements'! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
in.
isiu«oi;or<i riccomodatiug tram.
p
Returning, k'ave Bid .eford at 8 00 a. m.
relight Expre** with sleeping Car, for
Boston at
u. m
every day (except

NICHOLAS

Notwithstanding

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

KRS’ WAREHOUSE)

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro9, Saco, Biddeford, Kenncbuuk, Wells North Berwick, Sonth
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery. Portsmouth, New bury port,
Salem, Lynu, ChelMca aud Bontou at
0.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. ra.
Saco, Biddeford, KLennebunk, Kiltery,
Portsoiecth, HnuiptoiiM, Newbury port,
Salem, Lyuu, C lie Inc ft and Boston at
.‘5.00 p. in., arriving in Boston at 7.30 p. ra., in

*■*

WEEK.

etor.

RTI&ING AGENCY & PRINT-

WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.

a

STEAMERS.

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds oi

RATES REDUCED TO $3.50 PER DAY.

ENGTAND DOUSE,
PORTTAND, MAINE.

BOSTON

T. €.EVANS,
AOV

apply

Gurney

©
©

©

JSifi

Street, Boston.

TRIFLING

NEW YORK.

dtf

AGENT.

g-

HOTEL!

Possession
ILSLEY.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

tin

pudding boiler that shuts all
a cover.
Butter it well. Put
at the bottom some stoned raisins and then a
layer of baker’s bread, cut in slices, with a
little butter or suet, alternately, until you
nearly fill the tin. Take milk enough to "fill
your boiler (as they vary in size), and to every quart add three or four eggs, some nutmeg and salt, and sweeten with half sugar

ADVERTISING

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers cl
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canada

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

©

<]3m

1 SPECIALTY IM1ED GOODS'

tight with

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee) Cincinnati, St. Louis. Omaha,

tl2 35

Jddtf

Ages?**,

PAuK ROW, NEW YORK.

e-K

oct27dtf

JL containing all the modern improvements
guir at No. 10 Central Wharf.

LOCKE,

Ad reneging

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.50 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new aud superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
ulwayx in mlvnncc of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.* Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKIN8,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl 73dtf

Ottice No. 41 Park Row, Now York.

Possession

HOUSE No. 74 Danfortfi Street

&

YORK,

Of ALL

Only Inside Route
Avoiding I’oluf Judith.

nces.

To Let.
BRICK

This is

S, R. H3LES,

©*

aug29

}

by steam;

and fire proof vaults.

have gas, water

given Nov. 1st.

Office,
the Park, and forming one of the most
beautiful locations in the State.
It is also con-

also

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

season

He.

FOR NEW
AHEAD

Newspapers in the Uniied States and British

UCU-U.UIU

DEWITT HOUSE,

nov9___dtf
LIVE

feTOJflNGTOJtf

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

T
—

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 1C, 1876.
ap29dtf

©

nearly opposite City Building and Post

to

34

s

City.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE,

are

WROUGHT IRON
FURNACE.

deodtf

Lewiston,

F. SOUTH WORTH. 108 Newbury St.,
or J. X. IttcCOBB, 95 Exchange St.

Newspaper

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

:

auglO

HOTEL TO LET.

now

Richardson & Boynton’s

Jr., Franklin Wharf.

Washington Building,

BATES

condition,

Parties treated at their residence without extra
octl0eodtf2m*
charge.

4GENCY,

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

m

and

Class

First

will leave Atlantic Wharf, every
SATURDAY at 4 p. m.. for
,_,v
H.ALlr
AX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to** Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing,
further infnrmofiAn onnlv f.. T
u
/<r»trr ,3

A "cut.*,

NliWMPAPHK ADFGKT181NU AGENT

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

—

5821-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown.

83.00.
WOICOTT & CO., Proprietors.

oc31dtf

Offices in Third

AT

*9D

TRIPS PER

ing, leave Harps well Monday, Tuesday and Saturday at 8 a. in.—will touch at Long, Littlo and
tlreat Chebeagne islands each wav.
For freight,

Steamship
“BERMUDA,” Capt. Angiove,

WASHINGTON STREET. BOSTON.

No. 5

Scotia,

Nova

The

C. J. WHEELER.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

* CO.,

HORACE DODD,

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

CHIROPODISTS,
—

n

arrangement

XTA.I.X.

TWO

Di|tbr,

oct!4_d&wtf

Wilh connection* to Prince Edward InInud, Lftye Rreton nnd Hi Jobnn, IV. F.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully giver
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

Saginaw,
Paul,
City*;
Denver, San Fraucisro,
and all points in tbe
Northwest West and Southwest.

WELCH,

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

Pleasant rent of
conveniences, to a

THEBank, occupiedStory
by J. & E M. Rand;
the front offices. These offices
heated

& MRS. DR.

121

Providence. K.

Halifax,

fiomva

4K>Vti«TlSING

Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping; at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express traiD for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.C0 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Auburn nt R dR

I'nlui. nu<l Ml. John,
Winil.or and Halifax.

—

MAIL LINE TO

advertiseuiei +* for all newspapers in the
United States a_ I Canada, at their office,
607 CHESTNUT ST.y PHILADELPHIA, PA.

0n an(* a*ter MONDAY. Oct. 16, 1876,
trains will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
tram ac 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

St.

CORNS! corns!
MB.

Newspaper Advertising

ARRANGEMENT

nrui

AND

4c2dtf

Receive

Si
5'

__

Apply

auglTTh&Sly&w31

M.

COE, WETIIERELL

rt

ktnrp.ns frnm T.pwistnn

struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”— Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
BQF^Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician.) No. 4 Bulflnch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
p.

Trunk Station, and Maine
& Ogdensburg trains at
transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc7dU

iston.

week.

it

ington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

AGENCIES.

Trunk trains at Grand
Central and Portland

Express

ever

Table set with
the very best the market affords.

a

with modern
without children.

rooms

able medal

Rockhmd, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand

Express

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most notice-

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

To be Tel.
At 85

1

rood 'licket Office, including
Free Carriage* from Depot in Boston to
any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. B—Kate* a* low a* by any other Cine,
licketsvia nil Cine* to ail point* for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor,

Express

preseilLaiJOU
occurrence by the Bos-

PORTLAND, ML

nov3dtfL. TAYLOR.

five

noticed at tlie time of its

Philadelphia

to

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

j_u«

HEATEDEY STEAM.

BLOCK.

reasonable. Apply

oisi, joiu.

hange of Time, Oct. 9, 1870.

Pa*i>ci2ger Train* l.eave Portland.
10.45 A. m. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
•■£.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11.15 \. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. irom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oc9dtr
Portland, Oct 9, .876.

New York and
for sale at Boston <S Maine Kail-

WINTER.

Best of attention given to guests.

for Light Manufacturing, plemy of Storage Room if

required.

Hotel,

iticiiiu

nuiiv?,

Ticket*

brand Trunk E, E. of Canada.

ton Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

out

New Streets.

HOTELS.

STORY

THOMPSON

Fruit Tree,

Drop it into boiling

SAM’L WATERHOUSE,
I. D. CUSHMAN,
LYMAN M. COUSENS,

Below the Post Office. Nos. 121—123 Middle St.
corner of Chuich St.
The best location in the city
for Jobbing business. Fitted up with Counting-room,

__

and half molasses.

B. Brown and others, prayStreet be laid out from North-

public conyenience requires that said Street shonld
be laid out, and if they should so adjudge, will then
and there lay out said Street, and fix the damages as
required by law.
Also on petitien of J. W. Brackett that that part
of Island Avenue laid out over said Brackett’s land
may be discontinued. Said Commiitee will meet at
the time and place above mentioned, to bear all
parties interested, and then determine and adjudge
whether public convenience requires that said part
of Island Avenue should be so discontinued, and
if they should so adjudge, will then and there discontinue that part of Island Avenue, and fix the
damages as required by law.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN, ) Committee

THE

LET.

SECOND

Yankee Plum Pudding.
a

petition of J.

United States

seven rooms containing gas, water and fura stable convenient for one horse.
Can be

A

on

ing that a new
Westerly side of Ellsworth Street, near the Southerly
end thereof. Said Committee will meet at Mayor’s
Office at the time aforementioned, to hear all parties
interested, and then determine and adjudge whether

To Let.
the house No. 4 High St., consisting

ONEofalso

and the food bid fair to come out ahead, for
she has gradually gained in flesh all the time

Take

was

PORTLAND.

a

half of

4

law.
Also

iuuoc

Parlor Car* on train3 leaving Portland at 3.00
Boston 7.30 a. m
Excumiou

Ka.lpon,

sep20dtf_A.

p. m„ and

o

young, the middle-aged
and even the old,”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
wi

Northerly

PRESCRIPTIONS,

each

Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the

is hereby given that the “Joint Standing
NOTICE
Committee
Laying out New Streets” to whom
reierred the
of

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number of table

VALUABLE

one of which is worth the price of the
book.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfiuch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“Tlie Science of Life is*beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the
Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that gap the citadel of life.”—

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

W. S. Trefethen and
Als., praying lor continuation of Island Avenue,
from
end of said Island Avenue, will meet
at Mayor’s Office in City Building, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty ninth instant, at 3 o’clock P. M..
to hear all parties interested, and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience
requires
that said Island Avenue should be so laid out
and if they should so adjudge, will then and there
lay out said Avenue and fix damages as required by

and

tains MORE THAN FIFTY
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valuable
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proportionate amount of food, and
unless she gets it, she will surely run down
in flesh and be checked in her growth, and
perhaps permanently injured in her useful-

The Gardener's Monthly has the following
in an article on the way to renovate old and
neglected fruit trees: “Trees with long stems
exposed to hot suns or drying winds, become
what gardeners call ‘hide bound.’ That is,
the old bark becomes indurated—cannot expand, and the tree suffers much in consequence. Such an evil is usually indicated by
gray lichens which feed on the decaying bark.
In these cases a washing of weak lye or of
limewater is very useful; inceed, where the
bark is healthy, it is beneficial thus to wash
trees, as many eggs of insects are thereby destroyed. We would, however, again refer to
linseed oil as a wash, as far more effective for
insects, and would, perhaps, do as well for
moss and lichen.
After all, these seldom
come when trees are well cultivated.
It is
neglect that makes poor growth, and this
lichens.’’

miles from Portland, in
on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres of land, mowing,
and
pasture
woodland; underi_._drained where needed, and in a
of
with
stale
one
acre of
cultivation,
good
muck: one mile from Church aud Post Office; bait
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar.wood, ice, hen house,
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
young tbirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hav, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. II. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTINGTON, on the premises.

Windham,

was

a

Treatment of “Hide Hound

dtf

nntTl7

by

medical work treating
Nervous Diseases',
more than two hundred royal octavo
pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” alMO conanother

Also

exclusively

—

PORTLAND & OGDENSBUKU BB.

m.

LINK

On anil after Monday. Sept. 18tb,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
WM. KENNEDY.
City of Port land, Capt. S. H.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf.
I
foot
of
State
Fr«fl> Providence every WEDNESDAY
St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
and SATURDAY.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and same
days.
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Connections made at Eastport for Robbhiston, St.
Mosely.
Andrews
and Calais.
Freight forwarded troza Norfolk to Petersburg and
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to an places in
lis,
Windsor,
Kentville, Halifax, N\ S., Shetliae, Amthe South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
herst, Pictou. Fredericktowu, Charlottetown anil
Boston.
P. E. I.
Suroinerside,
To all points of North and South Carolina by SeaBS^“Freiglit received oh days of sailing until 4
board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
o’clock
iu.
p.
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
R. STUBBS, Agent.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
FOR HARPS WELL.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
RTEAHEB .TIAONET,
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
Cupt. Curtis, will leave end el
For freight or pas-age to Norfolk, Baltimore, WashPortland Pier Monday, Fiiday

till

return

Fabyan Houne nml returu
;i.OO
Hit. Washington and return, 4.00
6 00
Summit and retura yia Fabytiu n
8.00
^.Hunaniii and returu via C*len
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.
sept!6dtl
Base of

6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. in.
For Scarborough, Fine
Point, Old Orchard Bcacli, Naco, Biddeford and Kennebunk at 8.15. 9.00 a.
m., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Train, will leave Kennebunb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.* Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may Ihj restored and manhood
regained.

EDWARD

Ilouxe and

international steamship to.

Washington

First Clan* fileAinslili?
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
OEORGE APPOLD.
From IfoKten direct every Tl’EMDAV
Aud SATURDAY.

..

Rochester and Farmington. N. II., at

“Tlie untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may bo alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical

For Sale.

CITY OF

Feeding Grain 10 Heifers in Milk.
As to feeding heifers and yonng cows
highly on grain, when they are in milk, we
can only say that wo have never found any
objections to the practice that more than
balanced the advantages gained. If a heifer
gives a large quantity of milk, she must re-

since the first few weeks alter calving. Now
seven quarts of grain per day seemed like a
pretty heavy feed for a small heifer under two
years old, but she showed that she required
It, and the experiment thus far seems to
prove that she was able to digest it without
mjury to the constitution.—N. E. Farmer.

€Jold Medal Awarded lo the Author
Medical
the
“National
AmmocIr11011.” March .‘lint, 1870.

or

or

p.

More Tliaii One Million Coyles Sold.

to Let.
two store brick bouse No. 2 Spruce street.

THE

LIFE;

Or, ME EE-PR ENERVATION.

V to loan on first class Real Estate
JCi X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379$ Congress Slreet.
nol8dtf

LOST AND FOUND.

gree of warmth in the most practicable way.
It should in some way be settled, that neither
the food nor water, nor eggs of poultry shall
be in danger from the frosts of winter.
It is our impression that farmers and gardeners ordinarily, are sufficiently careful to
provide a winter shelter for plants and trees,
to lay down grapevines and the smaller fruits,
and cover them with a few inches of earth,
and to protect the strawberry-bed with a
light and loose covering of mulch or evergreen branches. We have only a single suggestion to make in the direction where there
may be some neglect; young fruit trees require protection against the depredations of
mice, especially when they are surrounded by
a rank growth of grass.
A covering of paper,
bark or matting around the trunk, a foot or
two above the roots and extending a few in
ches under ground, is frequently found by or.
chardists to afford complete security, or entire immunity may be obtained, by making a
little mound around each root with a few
shovels full of sand.

We have had a case the past year which
indicate that young heifers giving
large quantities of milk may be fed well, both
with safety and profit. A little grade Jersey
heifer of ours came in last February, when
only a little over a year and a half old, and
gave all through the winter and spring
months eight quarts of milk per day. Knowing that she could not stand such a draft
without a generous supply of rich food, we
allowed her besides good hay four quarts of
bran and three quarts of corn and cotton
seed meal mixed per day from a week after
calving to the present time, and although it
has sometimes seemed like a pretty close contest between nature and the food on one side,
and the milk pail on the other, vet nature

THE SCIENCE OF

St..

FIMIE New two story French roofed house, on CumX berland near High street, containing 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, furnace, and all modern conveniences of
a first-clasB house.
Will be sold low as the owners
are about leaving the state.
Applv to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent, ^
nov3dtf
Exchange St.

Enquire of CHAS. EDWARDS
A. NOYES, Portland Savings Bank,
nov3

{?t'rawfor<l

Newmarket, Fxeier,
llnverhill, North Andover, Lawienre,
Andover aud Cowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3.UU

IIouMe.)

Revere

(Ol>po>iK'

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN.

For Sale

Bulflnch St., Boston,

I

No.

A. W. COOMBS,

Exchange

Oet. 9, 1876.

will leave Poulnn.l for
Bo*ion at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., and 3.00 p. in., arriving at CStoHton at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. in.,
3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10.
5.00, 8.10 p m.
For iVflla, North
Berwick, Naliuon Fall*.
«»reat Gnlls, Dover,

11HE

next house south of Pine street; lot 80x100 feet.
House has direct sunlight during entire day, and
contains eight rooms, beside bath room, with
gas,
furnace and a large cistern. Must be sold or let immediately. May be seen daily from 10 to 11 A. M*
For particulars enquire of
97

Four time*

Prom Portlnufl (o Glen Ilouxe and
return
$5.00

Pameuger Train,

TtXfV

We recommeud all householders as a measure ot precaution and comfort as well, to
examine closely fireplaces, stoves and stovepipes and see that they are sound and thoroughly cleansed from soot. It is an excellent plan also to burn out the chimneys before winter, using hay, shavings or softie
other light combustible material, either when
the roofs are covered with snow or when
they are very wet at the close of a long rain.
This timely attention prevents all the danger
and disturbance which are very likely to
come at some unseasonable hour, perhaps at
the dead of night or in a gale of wind, or
when one is dangerously sick.
It has been so clearly proved that in order
to increase production and at the same time
economize in feeding, it is necessary that all
domestic animals should be comfortably
housed, that it is hardly required to remind
even close-fisted farmers of their duty in this
respect. Warm, snug barns, and yet well
ventilated and admitting the sunlight, are
needed for the comfort of animals and the
profit of owners. Probably at the present
day farmers are more remiss in the matter of
water supply than in other respects. Where
it is practicable—and almost every farmer
can have either a cistern, well or acqueduct
connected with his barn or shed-cattle
should be watered without being exposed to
the cold and storm, and the perils of ice, or
the danger of injuries from each other. In
order that all hindrances and annoyances
may be avoided in mid-winter,frost should be
excludechK the outset, and this may be done
so effectually that water will not be frozen
through the whole winter.
Poultry-keeping is usually found to be unprofitable, from mis-management in the winter, bo income being received from the hens,
When the cost of keeping, is the greatest.
Warm quarters and warm food are the essential requisites for success here. A well constructed poultry-house should be one-third
under ground, and banked up on the outside
from the excavated earth while light and
warmth should be admitted by au abundance
of glass on the south side. Where these requirements have been neglected, special pains
should be taken to secure the necessary de-

seems to
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STEAMERS.

STEAMSHIP
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To Rent.

ness as a cow.
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House for Sale or Lease.
house and lot now occupied by tbe under
signed, situated on west side Vaughn street,

no24dlw

Norfolk, Baltimore

and after Monday, Sent, ISth, Excursion
tickets will be sold to the White Mountains as
follow: xa

Ten

3 Young Ladies 3

PORTLAND

nov25
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MEN
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ering.

over

or

Salary moderate.

The frosts and snows and cold of winter
brook no delay and wait for no mau.
Protection is the special requisite for man
and animals, for plants and trees, for all animal end vegetable life; and tow'ards this single and it is well to concentrate all effort.
The physical condition of all the members of
the household should be carefally watched
and every need supplied. In this exceptional
month of mist and rain, when earth and air
alike are saturated with moisture and the atmosphere charged with malaria, special
care Is needed to ward off the subtle typhoid
and diphtheritic agencies, which lie in wait
for the unwary. If the preparation of winter
clothing has thus far beeu neglected let it be
attended to at once—the warmest under garments should have been worn for a month.
Good food and warm clothing are more agreeable alternatives thau long sickness and a
doctor’s bill; and frequently the choice is
within our reach.
But little time remains to make the dwelling secure. Openings in the roof and around
the chimney must be stopped, windows mended, doors listed, and In fact every avenue
through which the cold and storm may enter,
must be closed. It is often a measure of positive economy, so far as the consumption of
fuel is concerned, to protect the quarter of the
house exposed to the winds by putting up
double windows and bv coverinz the outer
doors with a storm porch of some rough or
cheap material. Those persons who are in
the habit of banking up with earth or tan
around their underpinning to keep the frost
from their cellars, will find their last opportunity during the present mild weather.
It is however more satisfactory to dispense
with this annual labor by once for all lining
the upper part of the inner wall—leaving an
air space between—and when this is properly
done the rats and other vermin may be at
the same time excluded. There is not much
danger of being too careful in securing winter protection for wells and cisterns. Pumps
and pipes that are in the least exposed should
be. made absolutely safe .by some ample cov-

quire

Wanted,
of experience,

a situation as
assistant m any honorable
Address RICHARD
Box 1932.nov25d3t*

young
BY Book-keeper
business.

be done at all.

CLASS medium and low priced Houses
also City Lots and Farms.
or to purchase houses, city
wanting
lots or farms are invited to call on
N. S. GARDINER,
Ron I Estate Agent* 1« t
Exchange Ml.

and Tenements;
I^IRST
Parties
rents

(i/V YOUNG LADIES for a
new
ppetacular
drama. Apply at the Stage door of Mis-a
Fanny Marsh’s Theater, (late Portland Museum,)
between the hours of 11 and 12 o’clock A. M.
nov27
d3t

STEAMERS..

Boston & Maine PORTLAND &_0GD1SBIIR(J.
ON
RAILROAD.
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RAILROADS.
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For Sale and To Let.
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j dtttve each port
every

Liac.

Wed’s’y

& Sat’d’y.

W© Wharfage.
From Long Whart, Boston, 3p.m*
From Pine Street Wharf, Philaat 10 a. in.
Insurance one half the rate o

delphia,
,

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. It., and South
lines
forwarded tree of Commission.
connecting

17

PASSAGX TXN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
IS. 14. MAMPNON, Agent
TO Long Wharf, Bowlon.
Jn23-ly

notice
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